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ART

ART BEYOND THE FRAME
The double life of paintings.
With a literary and deeply informative, seductive and
personal style, Carlos del Amor offers us a journey
through thirty-five artworks from all periods, with
special attention to feminine painting. A journey
through textures, colors, chiaroscuro, stories, glances,
lives, hugs, kisses..., all of which form a kaleidoscope
where truth and fiction, art history, imagination and
emotion come together.
Art is a celebration. A painting does not end with what
is enclosed by a frame, a painting lives before and after
we look at it. The frame delimits it and we must cross
that border so that its existence may continue crossing
centuries and lives, and renew itself with every glance.
Each painting is a story, a novel, a tale, and that is what
I have tried to reflect in these pages: to break the frame
and expand the canvas as far as possible.

Foreign Rights Team - Grupo Planeta & Grup 62
Contact Details:
Francisco Javier Sanz Grajera | Foreign Rights Manager | +34 93 492 80 08 | fjsanz@planeta.es
Pilar Lafuente | Fiction, Children & YA | +34 93 492 82 44 | plafuente@planeta.es

Espasa | 232 Pages | October 2020

Winner of Prize Espasa 2020 with this book,
Del Amor is considered to be among the best
storytellers, whether they are fiction, as in previous
works, or real as with Art Beyond The Frame.

Maria Juncosa | Fiction, Gastronomy books | +34 93 492 88 39 | mjuncosa@planeta.es
Gemma Isus | Non-Fiction, Illustrated books | +34 93 492 85 95 | gisus@planeta.es

An original book that provokes reflection and
dialogue, with over 50,000 copies sold in Spain.

Address:
Av. Diagonal 662-664, 08034 Barcelona (Spain)
www.planetadelibros.com/foreign-rights

Un mundo
ÁNGELES

SANTOS

1929

Follow us on:
Instagram: planetaforeignrights | grup62_foreignrights
Carlos del Amor (Murcia, 1974) is a journalist and works
on various different radio programmes, offering an original
perspective on contemporary issues. He has covered the
main cinema festivals across the world and interviewed many
prominent cultural personalities. In addition, he has published
numerous articles in different magazines and given talks at
several universities.

—Pero, ¿de dónde ha salido esta obra? ¿Quién firma este
cuadro? ¿Qué es esto? ¿Cómo se titula?
—«El mundo», pone.
—Es inquietante. Es misterioso.
—Tiene tantas lecturas, tantas cosas que mirar, que
necesitaríamos el día entero para verlo.
—¡Es exquisito! Mira, mira ahí dentro. ¿Lo ves? Mira esa
escena.
—Si Salvador lo viera se desmayaba aquí mismo ¡Más
surrealista que el autoproclamado rey del surrealismo!
—Sí, pero va más allá. Es un sueño completo, es nuestra
mente cuando no podemos escucharla. Es como si alguien
hubiese podido registrar con exactitud sus propios sueños, o
sus pesadillas, y luego las hubiese pintado sin olvidar un solo
detalle.
—Es un mundo reconocible y que, sin embargo, no
pertenece a ningún mundo que conozcamos. Es el mundo que
se esconde debajo del nuestro.
—Mira el humo de esa locomotora que se mete en el
túnel. Mira, mira toda esa gente en el cine. ¡Son muchos
mundos!
—¡Ja, ja, ja! Y estos jugando al tenis. Y los otros, al
balompié.
—Y arriba esa ciudad, con sus edificios tan altos llenos de
situaciones cotidianas. Y los ángeles, ¡ay!, los ángeles que

sobrevuelan. ¡Y qué miedo dan estas madres con el cuerpo
alambicado, sin orejas! Son como seres de otro planeta; ¿las
ves?, justo delante, con esas caras, mirándonos sin vernos, claro,
porque tienen los ojos cerrados.
—Es absolutamente maravilloso, no puedo dejar de
mirarlo. Ese espíritu encendiendo un trozo de madera en el sol.
Vamos a ver quién es el pintor.
—¡Anda, es pintora! Se llama Ángeles Santos y acaba de
cumplir diecisiete años.

Ángeles Santos
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ART

COOKING

TVBOY: THE STREET IS
MY MUSEUM

GIPSY CHEF
My world in 40 fabulous recipes.

I need my art to be as democratic as possible
and that anyone can see it, not only those who
can afford an expensive painting: for me to act
in the street is like making a donation.

The book that will forever change the way you look at
cooking. A fun journey into the world of this unusual
chef, narrated in first person and full of recipes that will
automatically go on your must-have list. From his wellknown “Cockle Ceviche” to the “Perfect Roast Chicken”,

This is a book that reflects the most significant works of

as well as many new, ingenious and incredible recipes

the urban artist TVBoy. More than an art book, this is a

that will instantly grab you.

portrait of the reality of society nowadays.

Fresh, irreverent and approachable, he has revolutionized social

It is also a reflection on the value of urban art, which,

networks with his video recipes and is ready to revolutionize

being ephemeral, can reach millions of people thanks

the publishing world. He has managed to capture on paper all

to social networks, and which becomes the most

his passion, creativity, humor and love for cooking by creating

democratic art, transforming the streets, the walls, into

this unique piece of gastronomic craftsmanship. As a book to

art galleries accessible to everyone.

read, it is not to be missed. As a recipe book, it is irreplaceable.
It is, without a doubt, the cookbook that no one expected,
but that we were all waiting for.
Libros Cúpula | 384 Pages | November 2020

Libros Cúpula | 208 Pages | March 2020

Cooking is, for me, the greatest act of love there is.

Salvatore Benintende (Sicilia, 1980) has been living in
Barcelona for more than 13 years and is one of the current
greatest exponents of urban pop art. Moreover, he has turned
his works into authentically satirical vignettes of the political
and social present in Italy and Spain. He has exhibited his works
in cities such as Rome, Milan, Barcelona, Madrid, London…
He draws with acrylic paint on paper in his garage.

Pablo Albuerne is a nomadic cook who has now settled down
at La Zorra restaurant in Sitges. His daring recipes and his
self-confidence triumph in the social networks. Everyone
knows him as Gipsy Chef and, in addition to cooking at his
restaurant, he travels the world as a private chef aboard the
yachts of wealthy businessmen.
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COOKING

COOKING

RESISTANCE COOKING

THE SECRETS OF
HOMEMADE BREAD

The best recipes to prevent food waste.

The world’s best recipes of breads and
enriched doughs.

How many times have you opened the fridge and
seen four or five abandoned ingredients that you don’t
know what to do with? A bit of chicken, two forgotten
artichokes, six asparagus at the bottom of the crisper
drawer... With this and little else, you can prepare a
delicious rice dish that will make you drool!

Through her popular YouTube channel Recipes by
Esbieta, the Ukrainian Svitlana Popivnyak has been
sharing with us for some time a wide variety of recipes
for making bread and enriched doughs that now, for

Alberto Chicote’s Resistance Cooking comes from the
chef ’s own experience. During his confinement, Chicote
could not leave the house and began to organize menus
with what he had on hand. The success of some of the
videos he posted (with more than 400,000 views) was
the origin of this book and much more. A practical book,
approachable, appetizing and with easy to prepare dishes
that make use of whatever we happen to have at home.

Planeta | 320 Pages | April 2021

the first time, she completes in book form.
In The Secrets of Homemade Bread we will find a
surprising repertoire of breads and rolls from all corners
of the world, both traditional and international, some
unknown, that will delight everyone. From daily bread
(wheat, spelt, Galician or Italian) to special ones (with
olives or caramelized onion), through enriched and
festive doughs such as pogacha, fartons, the media noches
or the roscón de Reyes. And we mustn’t overlook popular

Healthy dishes, dishes that can be stored for the
whole week and dishes in which you won’t waste even
an olive.

flat breads such as pizza, coca valenciana or khachapurri.
Planeta | 200 Pages | October 2020
OVER 10.000 COPIES

Through more than 400 photographs "step by
step" we will learn the art of kneading bread
at home.

SOLD IN SPAIN
Por qué y cómo

Te habrá pasado alguna vez que habrás abierto un libro de
cocina y habrás pensado a las pocas páginas: «Estas no son
las recetas que estoy buscando». No es que te hayan hecho
un truco mental jedi, es normal.

Antes de hablarte de lo que vas a encontrar, déjame que te
explique lo que no vas a encontrar. No encontrarás en este
libro un catálogo de recetas sin más, es más, tampoco estas
serán tal y como las imaginas.

Es normal, también, que con este te vuelvas a hacer preguntas, que te preguntes si estará plagado de recetas que no
puedes realizar, si tienes que saber mucho antes de atacar
uno u otro plato, o si es el libro para regalar a alguien a quien
le caigo bien. Déjame que te cuente.

Para mí, una receta es una guía, un camino amplio para transitar mientras hago lo que más me gusta. Es como dar un
paseo por el bosque: hay distintos caminos que puedes seguir, unos más amplios, otros más angostos, pero a cada
SDVRSXHGHVGHFLGLUSRUGµQGHLU6LSUHȴHUHVLUSRUXQODGR
ELHQ\VLSUHȴHUHVSRURWURȐWDPEL«Q

#

C O C I N A D E R E S I ST EN C I A

Paradójicamente, es la necesidad de contar lo que me apasiona, lo que me mueve a afrontar este reto dejando de lado
—en la medida de lo posible, porque siempre están ahí— los
temores y los miedos. Por más que también la lectura me
apasione, no me considero escritor, pero sí cocinero. Así que
voy a pedirte que leas este libro como si te lo estuviese contando todo, ahí, donde tu estés, con mi propia voz.

Incluso te recomiendo que, de poco en poco, y cuando más
te apetezca, te salgas del camino para mojarte las botas con
el rocío adherido a las hierbas del camino o irte un poco
más allá, donde no se ha pisado antes, para hacer tu propio
paseo, que quizá termine siendo un camino más adelante.
Se tiende a pensar que una receta es algo canónico que no
se puede adaptar o acomodar a nuestro gusto o (esto es importantísimo) al gusto de quienes van a consumir el fruto de
nuestro trabajo y nuestra pasión por el guisoteo. Y no pienso
que haya de ser así, hay elementos ineludibles en una receta
y hay otros que son meramente accesorios y que podemos
amoldar a nuestras necesidades.

1
16

#

CP O R Q U É Y C ÓM O
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Berenjenas fritas
CON MIEL DE CAÑA

¡VAMOS AL LÍO!

Las cosas sencillas en muchos casos
funcionan que da gloria
Este es un plato que serví durante muchos años en un restaurante donde tuve mi primera oportunidad como jefe de
cocina, El Cenachero, en Madrid. Federico, mi jefe, lo había
comido en un restaurante —creo que en Jaén o Granada, ya
no lo recuerdo bien— y yo lo hice como creí que era mejor.

Alberto Chicote (Madrid, 1969) is a chef and television
presenter. He currently runs the restaurants Yakitoro and
Puertasol, both located in the center of Madrid. In his television
career, he has appeared in Top Chef, Pesadilla en la cocina and
other programs such as Dietas a examen and El precio de los
alimentos. Recently, La Sexta has announced the upcoming
premiere of the third season of his program ¿Te lo vas comer?

Con el paso del tiempo, cambié de trabajo, y en otro resWDXUDQWHGRQGHRȴFLDEDWDPEL«QGHMHIHGHFRFLQDKLFHXQD
versión más elegante y completa, muy parecida a esta que
te cuento, acompañada de hummus; fue un exitazo y se convirtió en un insustituible de la carta.
Esta versión es perfecta como aperitivo o como entrante para
compartir. Y encima puedes dejarte preparadas las berenjenas para freírlas en el último momento.
Eso sí, prepárate para tener que repetirla una y mil veces,
WULXQIDGRQGHODVKDJDV\FRPRDGHP£VHVYHJDQDȐ VLXVDV
miel de caña o palma; si usas miel de abeja, no).

C O C I N A D E R E S I ST EN C I A

NECESITARÁS…

#

PAN CON CEBOLLA
CARAMELIZADA:
UN SABOR DE LOCURA

2 berenjenas, peladas o sin pelar, a tu gusto,
cortadas en bastones de 6-8 cm de largo y 1 cm de grosor
(o en rodajas del mismo grosor; a mí me gustan más
en bastones, es más cómodo para picar)
200 g de harina de maíz (si no tienes, de trigo
o de garbanzo, una que quede bien para freír)
aceite de oliva virgen extra
miel de caña
sal

76

1. Primero pongo los bastones de berenjena en un recipiente
donde quepan ampliamente y los sazono generosamente.
7DSRHOUHFLSLHQWHFRQVXWDSD VLODWLHQH RFRQSDSHOȴOP
lo meto en la nevera y lo dejo enfriar durante unas 4-6 horas. 2. Pasado este tiempo, saco las berenjenas del refrigerador, pongo el recipiente debajo del grifo y las lavo bien.
3. Las escurro y las seco poniéndolas sobre un paño de cocina.
4. Paso los bastones de berenjena por la harina y
los frío en aceite abundante, al menos 2-3 dedos, y a buena
temperatura, unos 180 ºC. Cuando notes que, al moverlos
con la espumadera, los bastones están tiesos y crujientes,
es el momento de sacarlos sobre papel absorbente y colocarlos como más te guste en el plato o bandeja de servicio
que hayas escogido. Se reblandecen en pocos minutos, y el
sabor será el mismo, pero la textura, no, y ese ¡cruunch! es
la bomba.
5. Pongo un poco de miel por encima en forma de hilo. ¡Con cuidado, que si te pasas transformas este
aperitivo bestial en un postre de medio pelo! Si no tienes
miel de caña, prueba con miel de abeja o de palma; quedan
diferentes, pero también están muy buenas.
Un detalle. Para medir la temperatura del aceite, antes
PHȴMDED\WRGRVORKDF¯DPRVHQODGHQVLGDGGHO
aceite, que se fuese aligerando, o en que empezase a
humear. Ahora muchos tenemos en casa un medidor de
temperatura láser que, por desgracia y gracias al maldito
coronavirus, hemos tenido que adquirir. Pues bien, medir
la temperatura del aceite es otro uso que puedes dar a
uno de estos trastos.
Puedes hacer esta receta con otras hortalizas: calabacines,
SLPLHQWRVFHEROOHWDVȐSHURODFRPELQDFLµQGHODPDUJRU
de la berenjena con la miel de caña es especial. Si usas
otras hortalizas, no tendrás que sazonarlas antes ni
meterlas en la nevera, eso te lo ahorras, pero tendrás que
humedecerlas un poco para que la harina se adhiera bien
a ellas y no se suelte.

#

PR I M ER O S P L A TO S

77

Svitlana Volodymyrivna Popivnyak, better known as Esbieta,
was born in Ukraine, where she studied chemistry. In 2000
she moved to Spain, where her passion for cooking ended
up becoming much more than a hobby: today she dedicates
herself to the kitchen body and soul and full time. In 2015
she created Recipes by Esbieta, a YouTube channel specializing
in bread and recipes made with flour that already has almost
two million subscribers. The key to her success lies in her way
of understanding cooking, leaving a space for each cook to
interpret the recipe with his or her own personality

2

MASA
335 g de harina W220 o harina de
fuerza
245 g de agua fría
2 g de levadura fresca
85 g de masa vieja
6 g de sal
CEBOLLA CARAMELIZADA
1 cebolla mediana roja
2 cds de aceite
Agua

MASA

Diluir la levadura en el agua y mezclar con la harina. Dejar
en reposo durante 1 hora. Añadir la masa vieja y la sal.
Trabajar la mezcla con ayuda de una amasadora
a velocidad media hasta que la masa se despegue
de las paredes de la máquina y se vuelva brillante.
Si se trabaja manualmente, amasar hasta que deje
de pegarse a las manos. Al final del amasado, añadir
la cebolla caramelizada e integrar [1-2].
Poner la masa en un recipiente untado con aceite y
dejarla 20 minutos en reposo. Transcurrido este tiempo,
doblar la masa en forma de sobre y dejar que multiplique
su volumen por 1,5. Poner la masa en una mesa
espolvoreada con harina y formar una bola [3]. Colocarla
con el cierre arriba en un banneton o un bol cubierto con
un paño, generosamente enharinado [4]. Dejar que casi
multiplique su tamaño por 1,5.
Hacer un corte en cruz y un corte en forma de flecha
en cada cuarto [5]. Hornear en la parte inferior del
horno, a 250 °C con calor arriba y abajo y vapor, durante
15 minutos. Bajar la temperatura a 180 °C, con calor
arriba y abajo, sin vapor, y hornear durante 30 minutos
más.

3

CEBOLLA CARAMELIZADA

Cortarla en rodajas de 1 centímetro, colocarlas
en la sartén con el aceite y añadir agua hasta que cubra
la cebolla. Cocer a fuego medio alto y remover a menudo
hasta que el agua se evapore. Bajar el fuego y dorar
la cebolla unos minutos.

4
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Preparémonos para disfrutar de una hogaza de pan con una
personalidad festiva, atrevida, con un punto de locura. Los trocitos
de cebolla caramelizada aportan a la miga una jugosidad especial,
así como un sabor y un aroma realmente seductores. Ideal para
acompañar ensaladas, pero también patés, foie gras, embutidos
y quesos. Un pan que dará que hablar, para bien, por supuesto,
a nuestros comensales.

PREPARACIÓN

Para un amante de los libros como yo, atreverse a escribir
un libro es un reto, un desafío que apasiona por un lado y
que aterra por otro, diría que a partes iguales.

INGREDIENTES

Start cooking with the best master chef!
1. Bases and bottom of fridge
2. Starters
3. Main courses
4. Desserts and sweets

9

PANES ESPECiALES
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COOKING

Libros Cúpula | 168 Pages | October 2020

CRIMINOLOGY

Libros Cúpula | 216 Pages | January 2021

Destino | 424 Pages | January 2021

Ariel | 376 Pages | March 2018

PRESSURE COOKER COOKING

GOURMET CROQUETTES

I READ IT VERY BLACK

CRIMINALLY

Ultra-fast recipes to get the most out of your pressure
cooker.

The recipes for the best croquettes in the world.

Journeys through real and imaginary crimes.

Criminology as a science.

This book was written to show people cooking at home
how they can get the most from a pressure cooker and how
this tool can help us in our daily lives. Secondly, to explain
how to use pressure cookers and what to consider when
cooking with them. Thirdly, to offer cooking alternatives
in everyday life and demonstrate how to prepare recipes in
a pressure cooker that take half the time of a conventional
casserole. And let there be flavor, lots of flavor!

If you are crazy about croquettes, this is your book!
Creativity, flavors and textures in perfect harmony. An impeccable
fusion of ingredients, execution and presentation. These are the
gourmet croquettes of the brilliant chef Chema Soler.

Why are we so fascinated by crime, what does it say about
us as individuals and as a society? In what ways has the noir
genre sought to represent the darkest facet of the human
being, placing before us a disturbing mirror from which we
turn away, but which at the same time attracts us irresistibly?

Why do human beings kill? Why are they considered the
worst predators on the planet?

In this book, you will discover the world of the croquette
in all its splendor: small, delicate croquettes, crunchy
on the outside and creamy on the inside and, above all,
tasty, very tasty. You will find traditional croquettes with a
different touch, but above all a selection of croquettes that
are original, innovative and surprising, casual, creative and
fusion, such as those of prawns with kimchi, an explosion
of creaminess and sea flavor with the spicy and exotic touch
of kimchi, those of cuttlefish with its ink au gratin with aioli
and gazpachuelo madrileño, an exquisite combination that
tastes like glory, or those of liquid cheese with olive and
tomato jam, the only known croquettes that literally melt in
the mouth and about which the author himself says, “there
are no words to define the sensation; you have to experience
it”. There are also sweet croquettes, for dessert, because...
almost everything can be ‘croquetted’. Who could resist the
temptation of sampling some delicious tiramisu croquettes
with amaretto jelly, for example?

The recipes in this book are dishes from our traditional
gastronomy, from garlic soup to veal tail, including cream
of pea soup, broccoli ajoarriero, rice a la zamorana, octopus
with potatoes, Galician style hake or a delicious cheesecake.
Our intention is for this book to help you save time in your
day to day life, and show you how to make common recipes
in record time.
The recipe book to cook with a pressure cooker quickly,
sustainably and with maximum flavor.

Chema Soler (1980, Albaida) discovered his vocation in a sudden way
and decided to pursue his passion after working at several prestigious
restaurants as head chef, where he trained, honed and shaped his
style of cuisine with its expansive personality. A cuisine that led the
chef to launch his first personal project with the birth in 2011 of La
Gastrocroquetería. After several years of success, the restaurant
reinvented itself and evolved to reach its most gourmet version as La
Gastro by Chema Soler.

Claudia Ferrer has a degree in Business Administration and
Management. She ventured with her husband to create an online store
specializing in cooking and gastronomic utensils, which in a few years
has become an online store of reference.

10

Crime has always fascinated us, perhaps because we find it
difficult to understand how human beings can be capable of
going beyond certain limits. The word “murder” yields more
than 36 million results on Google, and “serial killer” more than
3 million. Criminology is more relevant than ever, both because
of the prevalence of movies, TV series and novels on the subject
and because of the real crimes that impact us almost daily.

I Read It Very Black is an essay on fiction, crime and life that
approaches the noir genre from multiple angles. Its scope
ranges from historical facets to the profile of classic authors
and the keys to the work of some of the most prominent
contemporary authors, without overlooking how noir crime
novels and essays dialogue with classic and contemporary
audiovisual productions. Ultimately, this book uses crime
literature to talk about the dark side of all of us.

In this exciting book, the author -criminologist, lawyer and
superb communicator- invites us to venture into the little
known world of criminology, forensic science and criminal
psychology. What are the methods professionals follow in
criminal investigations? How is a complete criminological
profile elaborated? What is the relationship between biology
and criminal behavior? Who are the serial killers that
make up this particular dark history of Spain? What causes
some women to fall in love with the worst criminals? And
perhaps the most important question and the one which
puzzles, frightens and at the same time attracts all fans of
criminology: why do human beings kill?

A fascinating journey through crime in literature that
addresses the black genre from its origins to the present day.

Paz Velasco de la Fuente is a criminologist and jurist specialized in
psychopathic personality and violent crimes, and has a master’s degree
in documentscopy, graphistics and forgery. She is a professor in the
degree of Criminology and Security Sciences. Her blog criminal-mente.
es gave rise to her first essay: Criminal-mente: criminology as a science,
and from her passion for criminology and dissemination was born the
podcast also entitled Criminal-mente. Member of the Spanish Society
of Criminology and Forensic Sciences, she collaborates in different
media and is an international lecturer.

Antonio Lozano (Barcelona, 1974) has a degree in Communication
Sciences and a PhD in Humanities. He was in charge of sections of the
magazine Qué Leer between 1997 and 2008 and currently collaborates
as a literary journalist in Librújula, in the supplement Cultura/s and
in the Magazine of La Vanguardia, in the supplement Quadern of El
País and in the magazine SModa. He is the author of several children’s
books and co-author of the book Seix Barral. Nuestra historia (19112011) and of the youth trilogy Terror en la red.
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CRIMINOLOGY

DRAWING & JOURNALING BOOKS

THE HUSTLER

CREATE YOUR LIFE

What drives a man to make cheating his way
of life?

A creative journal to achieve wellness.
The current situation, in which we find ourselves in
the midst of a global pandemic, has forced us to turn
inward: we must stay in our homes, not see family and
friends... This has led us to look inward. Living this
period of crisis as an opportunity for growth is essential
to our personal development. Let’s take advantage of it!

In 2017, David strikes up a relationship with a girl
from Barcelona and a few days later swindles her
of eight hundred euros with the promise of a trip
together. David, as Francisco Gómez Manzanares
called himself, is a charismatic guy, with people skills,
seductive, who claims to have good contacts and
pretends to be a sergeant of the Maritime Rescue. The
complaint lodged for this small fraud ends up bringing
to light an unprecedented case: that of a professional
conman who has accumulated more than fifty previous
complaints and has conned people around Spain out of
approximately three million euros.
Following the life trajectory of this conman, Guillem
Sánchez, winner of the Ortega y Gasset journalism
award, constructs a work that immerses us in a Spain
of urban development, slot machines, the worship of
success and the obsession with appearances on social
networks. A journey into the real pain of sentimental
swindles and an attempt to delve into a character as
disturbing as he is fascinating.

Península | 224 Pages | March 2021

Dressed in his pilot's suit, he appeared in the
Deba river valley with no explanation, like one
of those tropical birds that perches to rest on
an electric cable already occupied by uniform,
native birds. An invasive species with colorful
feathers ready to feed, in an industrial town
of Guipúzcoa, where Basque men and women
dress to the hilt and choose what jacket to wear
according to how the rain falls. For his new
neighbors he was just an exotic animal, so they
went on working in the metal factories with
their history of armories, unaware that he was
also a predator who had gone mad. In Soraluze,
Francisco definitively submerged himself in
David's fantasy.

Guillem Sánchez (Girona, 1981) was awarded the Ortega y
Gasset journalism prize for having exposed the cover-up of
several cases of pederasty in the Marist schools. He is currently
a crime reporter for El Periódico de Catalunya. He has been an
associate professor of journalism since 2010. He also holds a
PhD in Journalism. The academic research of his doctoral
thesis was published by the publishing house UOCPress with
the title La polivalencia periodística de las agencias de noticias,
and in 2017 he published the book Crónica del caso Maristas.
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I started my path to personal growth with creativity. Being
creative has healed me and can heal you. I have collected
teachings from many authors (writers, psychologists,
doctors, religious, artists, dancers, therapists...) and
have given them a creative approach to provide you with
the tools that will allow you to redraw your life. I am
convinced that the creative process can be applied in each
and every aspect of your existence. For that reason, I am
inviting you to sharpen your pencil.
At the end of this book, and almost without realizing
it, you will have written, drawn, danced, decorated,
painted, walked, meditated, photographed, talked...
You will have developed all your creative capacities
through multiple forms of expression, but the most
important thing is that you will have learned to love
yourself and to love. When you don’t love, you destroy,
when you love, you create.

Libros Cúpula | 160 Pages | January 2021

This book combines three current trends:
self-help and personal growth, mindfulness,
and creative books or notebooks for drawing,
coloring, crafts, etc.

A book for personal growth and triumph
through art and creativity.
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DRAWING & JOURNALING BOOKS

MANDALAS FOR
WELL-BEING

PLEASED TO MEET ME

Discover the mind-resetting benefits of
coloring mandalas.

Let’s face it: although taboos around sex are slowly

Haven’t you discovered the incredible benefits of
coloring mandalas yet?

understand and experience it... and they will continue

The path to pleasure through self-knowledge.
lifting, the usual prejudices still impact how we
to do so as long as we continue to let mainstream porn,
romantic movies or anything we find on the internet

This book contains almost three hundred attractive
mandala designs accompanied by inspirational phrases
so you can learn all their benefits. It is divided into five
chapters, with different types of mandalas depending
on what you need: mandalas to practice meditation,
to relax the mind and relieve stress, to increase
concentration, to develop creativity and to cultivate
self-knowledge.

influence us. We urgently need to unlearn what we have
learned in order to focus on the only thing that matters:
feeling comfortable, safe, and enjoying ourselves to the
fullest. In other words, we need to get going on the path
to self-knowledge.
This book gives a twist to everything we know, or
think we know, and invites us to explore ourselves

Reserve some time for yourself every day to connect
with the present moment and regain emotional wellbeing and peace of mind.

without fear, because in sex there are no fixed answers,
but rather everything starts from knowing and loving
ourselves as we are. Through tests, advice and the
humor worthy of a best friend, the author helps us to
Zenith | 224 Pages | March 2021

Libros Cúpula | 304 Pages | March 2021

free ourselves from false beliefs and provides us with
all the tools to cultivate our erotic imagination and
live a full and free sexuality.

A book to discover the benefits of coloring
mandalas and their messages of mindfulness.

Neuroscience theories suggest that the time
is a key element for a healthy mind diet; book
some time for yourself every day; connect with
the present time, regain emotional-well being.

CapÍtUlo 1

«Sex... ¿qué?»

A book to unlearn everything society has made
us believe about sex, and learn to celebrate our
own pleasure.

Dónde aprendiste
lo que sabes
(o lo que crees saber)

A la pregunta de quién te ha contado lo que sabes de sexualidad, lo
más común, que no lo normal, es que algunas afortunadas hayáis recibido en casa «la charla»; sí, esa temida conversación que madres y
padres suelen tener con sus hijas e hijos en edad
adolescente. La verdad, no sé quién padece más,
quien da la charla o quien la recibe; lo que sí sé
es que ese momento suele venir sin previo aviso,
sin contextualizar, y la vergüenza está presente
en cualquier dirección en que se mire.
Generalmente, el tema de la sexualidad, y del sexo
en concreto, se omite en el seno de la familia hasta bien entrada la pubertad, que es cuando a papá y
mamá les saltan todas las alarmas. Su hija o hijo empieza a experimentar cambios físicos, psicológicos y
emocionales, le apetece salir más con sus amistades,
quizá descubra su primer amor y,

peligro!,
porqUe sI hay aMor,
también habrá sexo?!

Así que ese se vuelve el momento «perfecto» e inevitable
para sacar la artillería pesada,
nutrirse de información y preguntar a su grupo de amistades cómo
abordaron el tema sexual con sus pequeños; y aquí el resultado puede ser variopinto. Habrá madres y padres que sean
escuetos en su discurso y otros que vayan directos al grano, al grano de la prevención y el peligro.

24

Os pongo un ejemplo de un caso real: «Si tienes relaciones sexuales,
protégete. Usa condón para no pillar ninguna infección, ni mucho menos preñarte. Te hemos comprado una caja de condones y te la hemos
dejado en la mesita de noche. Si tienes dudas, puedes preguntarle a
tu madre». Esta historia me la contó una chica de 16 años en un taller
que impartí. Y la respuesta que me dio es un claro ejemplo de lo que
piensan generalmente los adolescentes en estas charlas filioparentales: «Pero ¡qué vergüenza! ¡¿Qué les voy a contar yo?!, si para eso ya
tengo a mis amigas y a mi novio, y lo que no sabemos, lo buscamos en
internet». Así pues, la temida charla llega mal y tarde, y el efecto que
provoca no es precisamente de apertura y confianza. Sino de buscarse
las habichuelas con los medios que tenga al alcance.

Cristina Callao is a psychologist and sexologist specialized in
erotic growth, sex education and couple therapy.

De hecho, lo que más suele incomodar es que toda madre y padre espera que sus hijos confíen en ellos sobre un
tema que hasta entonces no se ha abordado, y mucho menos con naturalidad. Porque sí, podemos hablar de sexualidad
desde la infancia: como comentaba al
principio, sexualidad es mucho más
que sexo, genitales y prácticas eróticas. Sexualidad es quién soy.

Carola de Prada is an illustrator. She has published the
illustrated books ABC Feminista (2018) and Así son nuestras
reglas (2019).
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CapÍtUlo 2

Vulvapedia
y penepedia

25
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FEMINISM

DAMNED FEMINIST

PUSSYDRAMAS

Towards a new paradigm on gender equality.
Politically correct feminism is everywhere you look.

The follow-up of the universe created by the
author of the best-selling title Idiotized.

It inspires obedience and it follows the flock. Hardly

The adventures of Moderna de pueblo and her friends

anyone remembers the old masters anymore. We are

Slutty, Tubby, and Fishy continue, with new problems

surrounded by fanatics who need attention, demand

to overcome. But to solve them, they now have the

likes, are on the lookout for an audience, and thrive on

help of three superheroines: SuperHair, SuperSlut,

sensationalism.

and SuperFemme.

Damned Feminist isn’t a good book about feminism.

Accompany them as they use their antipowers

It’s not trying to make friends or enemies on the left

and their sense of humor to dispel myths and fight

or right, among men or women. It’s not trying to

injustices relayed to work, love, sex, maternity,

save anyone. It wants to propose a rethinking of the

feminism, romance, and friendship and realize what

ideological orthodoxy of certain feminist trends, their

it means to be a woman: not letting a SuperMacho

acceptance of the state and public policies that try to

society beat you.

legislate sexuality or impose quotas, the morality that
rejects such vital topics as prostitution and surrogate
motherhood, and the use of abuse to offer an image of
women as “victimized” by men.

PARTE 1 CONODRAMAS - La pelicula.pdf
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Zenith | 312 Pages | November 2020

Seix Barral | 320 Pages | January 2020
English sample available

State-sponsored feminism, policy feminism,
characterized by its simplicity, its electoral
efficacy, its accommodation to institutions, has
imposed its mores over the original feminist
rebellion, the one that linked feminist demands
to universal values like human rights, freedom
of expression, sexual liberty, or the presumption
of innocence.
It’s not that I declare myself proudly feminist,
it’s that I recognize myself as politically
committed to feminism. That is why I detest
those who have turned feminism into a
succession of mediocrities and social control
and neuroses. I permit myself to be bold
enough to dissent, and though sometimes I
feel like an orphan, and it makes me tremble,
I know I’m not alone in this offensive.

Loola Pérez is a social mediator with a degree in Philosophy and
a Master’s in Sexology. She is currently studying Psychology. She
is president of Young Women of the Region of Murcia: March 8,
a collaborative space created by young women between sixteen
and thirty years old. In 2018 she was winner of the tenth edition
of the Young Social Entrepreneurs’ Prize of Europa University
with a special mention for the project with greatest online
impact. She is a contributor to the daily paper El Mundo.
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Qué bien
que te haya
convencido.

¿A LG Ú N E X A Q U I E N L E
Q U E R ÍA DE M OST R AR Q U E
N O M E H A B ÍA S U P E R AD O?

Moderna de Pueblo has grown. Not so much in age,
but in numbers and in feminist and social conscience.
From being a cartoonist adored by the indie universe,
she has become an icon for a large female audience,
who identify with the everyday situations she and
her friends go through.
Woman, 2020

A mí nunca me
acompañarías a
ver una peli de
ciencia ficción.

Mierda,
aún me
pone.

¡Y mucho
menos de las
antiguas!

Mira ,
¡ahí está!

¿U N T ÍO CO N E L Q U E TO N T EO
Y A Q U I E N Q U I E RO M O L AR L E
AU N Q U E E STÉ CO N M I N OV I O?
Tú y yo
sabemos que
acabaremos
follando...

¿U N E J EC UT IVO CO N M U C H O
P ODE R A Q U I E N T E N ÍA Q U E
C AU SAR B U E N A I M P R E S I Ó N?

¿Y esa?
¿Es su novia?

Tus cómics
tienen mucho
potencial.
Y además
guapa, eso
nunca viene
mal.

Lo más probable
es que sea una de
sus relaciones
platónicas.

¡EY!

7

6

PARTE 5 CONODRAMAS -Planeta Queer

Salon Comic.pdf

¡ALGO ME DECÍA QUE
CONOZCO AL TIPO DE
CAZURROS QUE HARÍA ESTO.
ASÍ QUE HE REVISADO
LAS CÁMARAS DE LA
NAVE-NABO Y...
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Se van a
INSTALAREMOS una ANTENA
MUY CERCA DEL PLANETA QUEER acabar las
que EMITIRÁ ONDAS NORMATIVAS mamarrachadas.
MUY
POTENTES...

¡muy bien,
chicas, a bajar
esos kilitos
de más!

¡MIRAD!
¡ni marikas
ni feminazis,
ni mierdas!

É HIJOS DE PUT
O ¡QU
ES!
PER

¡todos normales,
joder! ya está bien
de tanto invertido.

JI JI JI

PERO ¡¿TÚ
CON QUIÉN
HABLAS QUE
PONES ESA
CARA DE
TONTA?!
¡esto es
peligroso!

Raquel Córcoles (Reus, 1986), better known as Moderna
de Pueblo, is a Spanish illustrator and author of comics.
She studied advertising, journalism and audiovisual
communication and has a degree in Journalism. Since 2013
Carlos Carrero joins her as a scriptwriter, Raquel and Carlos
continue working daily on the content of modernadelpueblo.
com and collaborate on media such as Cuore, El País and GQ.

¡gordi, los comandos
están arriba!

¡TENEMOS QUE
DESACTIVARLA!
¡SE ESTÁ
ESCRIBIENDO
CON UN tío
de LA NAVE
NABO!
ES TAN mono...
¡QUIERO CASARME CON ÉL!

¿a quién quiero solo soy
engañar?
un tío con
peluca...

pero ¡¿qué
dices?!

eres una
mujer preciosa
y magnÍfica.

salieron disparadas
a intentar solucionar
esa catástrofe
normativa.

esto
va muy
rápido,
¡tenéis
que ir
ya!

¡llegaremos
antes!
¡¡NECESITAMOS
LA AYUDA DE
UN HOMBRE!!

¡¿pelambrera?!
¡este sobaco
está más suave
que el culito
de un bebé!

¡tendrás que
hacerlo tú
sola!

¡y rápido!
estarás a
punto de
atonTarte...

100
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FEMINISM

GAME BOOKS

IDIOTIZED

I CHALLENGE YOU

This story about Moderna isn’t a fairy tale, it’s
a fairy-empowerment tale.

I Challenge You is a new collection of book-games for
restless people who want to enjoy themselves testing
their neurons. Aimed at both adults and children, each

Moderna de Pueblo grew up hearing phrases like

of its titles presents more than 200 intelligent games to

“that’s not ladylike,” “she’s a nasty one,” and “your

solve individually or to liven up all kinds of encounters.

wedding day will be the happiest day of your life.”

Lateral thinking puzzles, visual, funny, optical, enigmas,

But when she moves to the city and meets Sluterella,

sequences, hieroglyphics...: activate your mind and have

Snow Fat, and the Brittle Mermaid, she wakes up

fun with the activities offered by I Challenge You!

from her “idiotization” and sets off on the long road
to unlearning all the things she should never have

Leer
antes
de usar

been taught. She realizes that all the things she saw
in movies about little princesses, all the advice she
received from her parents, grandparents, and friends
to help her become “a proper girl in the eyes of God”

Lunwerg | 120 Pages | April 2021

¿CÓMO APARECE LA IDEA?
En Cocolisto somos especialistas en la creación de juegos
inteligentes, fruto de esa experiencia, a lo largo de los años
hemos descubierto una gran cantidad de acertijos, adivinanzas,
juegos visuales, etc y hemos tenido la oportunidad de revisarlos,
actualizarlos y crear muchos juegos propios.
Este libro es una selección de los juegos que más nos han
gustado a nosotros y a nuestros seguidores en redes sociales.
Los hay que son acertijos clásicos, que seguro conoces, y otros
que te sorprenderán.
¡Te reto! es un desafío inteligente, un compendio de acertijos
y enigmas con mucho humor para los amantes de los juegos
lógicos.

has poisoned her, and she sees how much time she’s
lost trying to please men and looking for the love of
her life. So when she finally does find him, she’s afraid
she’ll give up everything for him and will go back to

¡TE RETO!

ACERTIJO VISUAL

being lulled by her “idiotization,” just like the sleeping

Zenith | 208 Pages | November 2017

¿Las líneas horizontales son oblicuas o paralelas?

beauty. If love is the opiate of women, will she have

5 Sólo sobrevivirás si dice: «me matarás con este puñal».
4 Porque Lucas está jugando al Monopoly.

to detox from this drug and leave her relationship

3 Puedes decirlo así: ayer, hoy y mañana.
2 Nadie dijo que María y Juan fueran madre e hijo.

behind to become the woman of her dreams?

1 Porque Martina caminaba hacia atrás. O era ciega.

OVER 100.000 COPIES

ACERTIJOS DE PENSAMIENTO
LATERAL
RESPUESTAS DE

SOLD IN SPAIN

capítulo 0 IDIOTIZADAS.pdf 9 04/06/2018 10:39:02

J U RÓ Q U E
NUNCA
COM E T E R ÍA
LOS M ISM OS
E RROR E S Q U E
S U M ADR E.

capítulo 0 IDIOTIZADAS.pdf 10 04/06/2018 10:39:02

¿Cómo se juega?

P E RO C UA N D O A LOS 18 A Ñ OS
L E L L EG Ó S U P R I M E R A GR A N O P ORT U N I DAD...

¡YA HAN SALIDO
LAS BECAS!

...SE ENCONT RÓ CON
UN GRAN DILEMA.

¡TE RETO!

JUNIOR

En ¡Te reto! encontrarás diferentes tipos de juegos inteligentes:
acertijos, adivinanzas, juegos visuales… ¡Y todos ellos tienen
respuesta!

Emp
eza
mos

En casi todos encontrarás esta respuesta detrás de la página
que contiene el acertijo; exceptuando el caso de las páginas
negras (acertijos lógicos que requieren una respuesta más
detallada), en estos acertijos se indicará en su base la página
donde puedes encontrar la respuesta.

NO TE VAYAS, POR FAVOR.
N O COJAS E SA B EC A Y
Q U É DAT E CO N M I G O.

¿T E E STÁS
Q U E DA N D O
CO N M I G O?

¡TE RETO!

Acertijo visual
¿Eres capaz de encontrar un animal entre estos objetos?

3 Porqué Rodrigo estaba en planta baja.
1
2

La pelota salió mojada.

Aarón necesita que la vela esté apagada.

Acertijos de pensamiento lateral
RESPUESTAS DE

18

Pinchando el globo cuando este está deshinchado.

Éditions First (France) and Presença (Portugal).

4 No echará humo, es eléctrico.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE.
He is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show,
an enigma-based performance at the Teatro Poliorama in
Barcelona.

5

Raquel Córcoles (Reus, 1986), better known as Moderna
de Pueblo, is a Spanish illustrator and author of comics.
She studied advertising, journalism and audiovisual
communication and has a degree in Journalism. Since 2013
Carlos Carrero joins her as a scriptwriter, Raquel and Carlos
continue working daily on the content of modernadelpueblo.
com and collaborate on media such as Cuore, El País and GQ.
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ELITE. ESCAPE BOOK

ESCAPE BOOK. MONEY HEIST

Secrets that kill.
Brianda Heredia, a student at the elitist La Solana high

The international phenomenon of escape
books now in the thrilling style of Money Heist.

school, is dead. Although the initial inquiries point to a

Sergio Marquina, better known as the Professor, leader

suicide, the Lake Vigilante, in his enigmatic Instagram

of the biggest robbery in the history of Spain, spent a

account, has begun to upload stories that link this death

part of his childhood and adolescence at the hospital.

to that of Marina Nunier, a student at Las Encinas.

There he made friends with Jero Lamarca, a boy who,

Could history be repeating itself?

like him, learned to accumulate dreams from the bed.

Be that as it may, Brianda will not be the only victim,

Life wanted them to follow different paths, and they

because secrets are sometimes more lethal than a strong

could not even say goodbye to each other, but the

poison. Sex, drugs, betrayals, appearances, robberies...

ties between them were indestructible. They have
never heard from each other again, although Jero has

Everything the elite want to hide will come to light.

never doubted the solid and profound nature of that

Discover what that is!

friendship.

The official escape book of one of the most
successful Spanish series on Netflix.

It has been a while since the robbery that took place
at the Royal Mint. Today, while Jero collects the few
things that remain in the motorcycle workshop that is
forced to close, he receives a package without a return

Lunwerg | 208 Pages | March 2021

address. Inside, an unsigned letter, a notebook, a locked

With three seasons aired and a fourth on the way, Elite
is one of the most successful series in Netflix's catalog.

box with a padlock, a picture of a mask with the face of

Lunwerg Editores | 216 Pages | November 2019

Dalí and a red paper bow tie.

- A story that advances through interrogation, as
was the case in the original story.

Jero has no doubts. Out there, Sergio Marquina has left

- The riddles, agile and entertaining, are built from
stills from the series.

has to unravel the clues to find it.

a hidden part of the loot, a new opportunity. He just

- The book deals with all the themes of the series:
adolescence, sex, drugs, social classes…
TODO SE R EPI T E
Todos a una hacen el mismo gesto. Los móviles de los alumnos de La
Solana han vuelto a sonar. Esta vez, el Vigilante del Lago ha ido un
poco más allá y ha señalado a alguien en concreto. Como si de una
ola se tratase, un rumor tenso recorre el pasillo y va arrasándolo todo,
las miradas se tropiezan y saltan unas encima de las otras. Todos están
buscando a la persona «designada».
Clin, clin, clin.
Teclean a la vez, avisan a los que no están. Miedo y curiosidad se
dan la mano y bailan. Miedo, porque parece que la muerte de Brianda
ha sido un asesinato, y no un suicidio como se dijo al principio. Curiosidad, porque quieren ser los primeros en descubrir quién la mató.
Solo una certeza: entre ellos se encuentra el asesino.

Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE.
He is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show,
an enigma-based performance at the Teatro Poliorama in
Barcelona.
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Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE.
He is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show,
an enigma-based performance at the Teatro Poliorama in
Barcelona.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Brasil, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, The Netherlands,
Russia and Turkey.
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Lunwerg Editores | 176 Pages | April 2020

Lunwerg Editores | 176 Pages | May 2020

Lunwerg Editores | 176 Pages | June 2020

TERROR BOOK

HAPPY BOOK

ESCAPE BOOK: ADVENTURE

ESCAPE ROOM: EDUCATION

Will you get out alive?

The gamebook of happiness.

50 different ends. Only in one of them you do survive

Four experiences to learn and play.

Among the dusty books piling up in the attic, one
caught your attention. You sat on the floor, you opened
it up, and… there’s no turning back. The worst kind of
curse has trapped you, and to escape your grim fate,
you will have to solve the mystery its pages contain.
Don’t let fear paralyze you: figure out the clues hidden
in a web of unsettling sounds and break the spell before
it’s too late.

Happy Book is a gamebook with challenges and exercises
that will accompany you on your path to happiness.
Created by Iván Tapia—a gaming specialist—and Gemma
Calmet—psychologist, therapist, and coach— it is based
on the maturity continuum, a psychological concept that
describes the path from dependency to interdependency,
from that closed place in which we depend on others to
be happy to the bright place in which we are capable of
enjoying ourselves and our community.

The protagonist of this book is trapped in a highly
addictive and immersive video game that demands
enormous dedication. To get back to his real life, he
will have to acquire the abilities contained in a series
of challenges, climbing the ranks of the players and
finding, from among the numerous possible paths, the
only one that leads to Atlantis and to freedom.

This book offers four experiences that are like portable
escape rooms, ideal for setting up at school or at home,
for boys and girls between eleven and fourteen years
old to learn to develop the academic competencies
appropriate to those ages. The games incorporate
content from different academic fields: English, Math,
Chemistry… A valuable resource that makes learning
entertaining.

Terror Book is a book, a game, an escape room. This
volume, along with its downloadable audio track,
are the departure points for an incomparably bold,
adrenaline-filled experience.

The path of work on yourself doesn’t have to be laborious
or boring, and here readers/players will find small
challenges in the fun activities presented that will focus on
connecting them with themselves, respecting themselves,
and creating emotional habits that will lead them to
enhance their happiness.

Read. Listen. Play. Discover the first sound book by the
creator of Escape Books.

Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto, an
intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as Danone,
Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE. He is the director,
scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show, an enigma-based
performance at the Teatro Poliorama in Barcelona.

Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto, an
intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as Danone,
Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE. He is the director,
scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show, an enigma-based
performance at the Teatro Poliorama in Barcelona.
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GREEN LIFE

GREEN LIFE

GREEN LIFE, BLUE PLANET

SUSTAINABLE WARDROBE

A year of ecological challenges.

Learn how to shop consciously.

This book combines two current trends: the love

Do you know where the T-shirt you are wearing was

for creative notebooks and the growing interest and

made and how many liters of water were needed to

concern regarding the environment. Green Life, Blue

produce it? How many pieces of clothing do you have

Planet is a journal that will help us keep track of small

in your closet that you don't wear and why did you

personal challenges, give us ideas and set objectives to

buy them?

help us reduce the impact of our ecological footprint.

Sustainable Wardrobe is a guide that reviews the

This is a practical and visual book which is rigorous and

history of the textile industry and reveals the serious

accessible to any reader. Aimed both at those who are

environmental and social consequences of fast fashion.

already very committed and at those who are willing

It also introduces us to the world of sustainable

to improve their habits and start with small changes or

brands (yes, they exist!) and proposes consumption

their daily live. A journal committed to optimism, it

alternatives so that we can be more respectful of the

will help you do your bit far from radicalisms.

environment and, at the same time, improve our
relationship with fashion. The book includes exercises
that invite us to reflect on and put into practice
everything we have learned, as well as tips to extend
the life cycle of our clothes, learn how to read labels or
avoid temptation when we go shopping.

Zenith | 264 Pages | September 2020

The most complete guide on sustainable fashion
and responsible consumption.

Libros Cúpula | 204 Pages | May 2021

As unique and artistic as rigorous and contentfull proposal, a novel book-journal to jump into
actively fighting the climate change in a creative,
uplifting way, designing and planning your
challenges in your own fashion.

Transform your consumption habits and join
the revolution of sustainable living.

circular. Desde su creación, la fundación se ha convertido en líder de pensamiento global, al posicionar la economía circular en las agendas de los
responsables de empresas de diferente índole, gobiernos y académicos, e
interrelacionándolos entre sí.
¿Qué ha significado esto en la industria? Pues ha planteado el cambio
de una economía lineal a una circular.

No cabe duda de que la industria de la moda rápida está basada en un
sistema de producción de consumismo radical, en detrimento de la calidad de la prenda. La economía lineal ha sido el elemento fundamental del
desarrollo industrial y ha generado un crecimiento sin precedentes. El
modelo de una economía lineal sería, simplificando mucho, algo así:
Extracción
de materiales

Producción

Consumo

Una economía circular es restaurativa y regenerativa a propósito, y
trata de que los productos, los componentes y las materias mantengan
su utilidad y valor máximos en todo momento, distinguiendo entre ciclos técnicos y biológicos. Este nuevo modelo económico trata, en definitiva, de desvincular el desarrollo económico global del consumo de
recursos finitos.

Eliminación

La moda sostenible ha surgido como un cambio de paradigma que pasa
por rediseñar la industria hacia un sistema circular donde los materiales
son reutilizados y completan su ciclo natural de vuelta a la naturaleza.
Por ello, algunas empresas del sector textil, en colaboración con las Administraciones públicas locales, los productores de moda, los centros de
investigación y los diseñadores, han apostado por adoptar criterios de sostenibilidad para transformar el sector. David Allo, responsable de sostenibilidad de TEXFOR, apunta que el que no tenga un sistema robusto
de control de fabricantes y fabricación en temas ambientales y sociales,
gestión de riesgos de gobierno, reciclaje de las prendas, etc., no tendrá su
sitio. Añade que inversores, consumidores finales, trabajadores y hasta la
Administración tienen el foco en la sostenibilidad, que ya es el centro de

Si tenemos en cuenta que la media de veces que una prenda es
puesta es de siete veces, y que gran parte de ellas acaban arrojadas al
contenedor, tenemos que ser conscientes de que se están derrochando
recursos de una forma atroz, además de causar pérdidas económicas y
generar muchos residuos. Está claro que este sistema de consumo desenfrenado no tiene en cuenta que los materiales pueden ser reciclados.
Como anunciaba Ellen MacArthur, es el momento adecuado de
aprovechar las ventajas potenciales de la economía circular, porque el
modelo de la economía lineal ya es historia.

— 84 —
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Producción/reelaboraRecogida
Reci-

El modelo de economía circular

Laura Opazo has always been passionate about fashion. Up to
date with the latest trends due to her work in the publishing
world, she used to follow all the fashions and let herself be
swept up in the consumerist maelstrom without stopping to
reflect on the consequences of her actions. Until she decided
to investigate what was really behind the fashion industry
and change her consumer habits so that her actions would be
in line with the world she wanted. She is currently one of the
leading popularizers of sustainable fashion, making known the
importance of a sustainable wardrobe.

Murnau den Linden is a journalist specializing in environmental
subjects. She studied Journalism at the Complutense University
of Madrid, completed a master’s in International Media Studies
in Bonn, and is coauthor of What is Bioeconomics. She works
in the environmental section of Deutsche Welle, Germany’s
international radio station.

Así pues, el modelo de economía circular sería algo así:
Diseño
Extracción de materiales
ción
Distribución
Consumo
Vuelta a empezar
clado y...
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HEALTH

YOUR DIET CAN SAVE
THE PLANET

IT’S THE MICROBIOTA,
STUPID!

For a healthy and sustainable diet.

Our health depends on the zillions microorganisms
that inhabit your body.

Is our diet destroying the planet? According to
nutritionist Aitor Sánchez, the answer is yes. In today’s
world, an act as routine as shopping can condemn or
save our planet. It is in our hands to become aware
of this and act in a more responsible way toward the
environment and the rest of the planet.

Headaches, bloating after eating, allergies, atopic
dermatitis, those extra kilos that are impossible to
get rid of? You may be familiar with some of these
problems, but did you know that all of them can be
related to an imbalance of the microbiota?
Discoveries about the microbiota constitute one of
the greatest revolutions in the history of science and
medicine. Microorganisms are everywhere: from the
eye of a hurricane to the screen of your cell phone. They
are responsible for how food affects us, how our skin
looks and even how our memory works.

In this book, Aitor Sánchez reflects on how we have
reached this situation of high environmental impact
and analyzes each of the factors that have led us to
it. The carbon footprint generated by the kilometers
our food travels, the cost of food production, animal
exploitation models, the social cost of unhealthy food
or the impact of plastic packaging are some of the
issues addressed by the author in this book, where
he also offers specific alternatives to promote change
towards responsible consumption.
Your Diet Can Save the Planet shows us how nutrition
and health are related to each of the elements we
have seen above and concludes that the solution to
this challenge of health and sustainability depends
on both of these, because healthy eating is also
sustainable eating.

Paidós | 224 Pages | May 2021

By the autor of the best selling title My Lame Diet.

Aitor Sanchez, one of Spain’s best-known
nutritionists and scientific disseminators,
presents his new book Your Diet Can Save the
Planet, about the inextricable link between
healthy eating and responsible consumption.

Aitor Sánchez is a dietician-nutritionist and food technologist.
In 2011 he began his career in the world of scientific
dissemination with the creation of his blog midietacojea.com,
from which he made the leap to other media such as Radio
Nacional de España and RTVE. He currently collaborates with
different media and is co-founder of the Centro de Nutrición
Aleris in Madrid.
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After seeing many patients despairing over problems
they didn’t know how to solve and whose cause they
didn’t know, Dr. Arponen began to investigate one of
the most neglected aspects of human health. Since
then, she has dedicated her career to the study of the
microbiota and its impact on the human body.
Now, she shares all her findings in this field in an
easy to understand language accessible to everyone,
regardless of their previous knowledge of the world of
health. In these pages, we will not only discover what
the microbiota is, we will also learn how we can lay
the foundations to balance it and what habits we can
incorporate into our daily lives to achieve a higher level
of well-being.

Alienta | 368 Pages | March 2021

Tired?
In a bad mood?
Stressed?
You can change that!

Health is a path we must follow our entire life, so why
not take the first step?

Sari Arponen is an internist with expertise in infectious
diseases and microbiota. She received the Young Researcher
Award granted for assistance to CROI 2008 and was elected
ex aequo Best Doctor of the Year 2010 at the Infanta Leonor
Hospital in Madrid.
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THE MENSTRUAL
REVOLUTION
Everything you need to know about your hormonal health and your period.
The Menstrual Revolution goes into all the fundamental
aspects of having a good menstrual health, such as
food, exercise, physical condition, stress and rest ...
and delves into the most common menstrual disorders
such as endometriosis or polycystic ovary syndrome.
The book is a complete manual that dismantles all
the myths related to the menstrual cycle. It will let
Martínez Roca | 192 Pages | March 2021

readers know if their menstrual cycle is healthy,

Espasa | 300 Pages | March 2021

it will discuss the advantages and disadvantages

SCIENCE DRIVEN BEAUTY

A SKIN FOR LIFE

of menstrual hygiene products such as menstrual

What nobody tells you about your cosmetics.

The definitive guide to keeping your skin healthy and
young.

cups, tampons or sponges. In short, it provides

Dr. Jaén, one of the foremost experts in dermatology in
Spain, gives us all the keys to perfect skin care.

understanding of menstruation.

Are the cosmetics we use safe? Do anti-aging creams
really work? How do sunscreens work? Should I use
cream indoors? Should I protect myself from electronic
devices? What are parabens, aluminum salts, silicones or
surfactants?

In A Skin for Life, he explains the most advanced
technologies for the diagnosis of problems and their
treatment. From the most common diseases in every
age group (dermatitis, acne, alopecia...), to the latest
discoveries in cosmetic surgery and anti-aging techniques
and preventive advice, Dr. Jaén demonstrates the
importance of skin health and prevention as the keys to
keeping it in perfect condition.

The new consumer is no longer satisfied with buying
a product because of its pretty packaging or because
it has a powerful advertising campaign behind it. In
an increasingly demanding market, it is important to
discover what is behind the cosmetics we use every day, to
know more about the chemical formulas they contain, to
remove the packaging and understand what we are really
buying; in short, to acquire the basic knowledge to decide
which products best suit our needs.
Raquel Marcos Esteban resolves these and other doubts
in this book and teaches us the science behind the world
of beauty.

all the tools to acquire a thorough knowledge and

Martínez Roca | 200 Pages | April 2021

Beyond reproduction, the menstrual cycle is a
vital sign of great importance to our health.

The definitive book on an increasingly concerning
health issue.

The whole truth about what is hidden in your
toiletry bag.

Raquel Marcos Esteban has a PhD in Chemistry. She studied
Chemistry in Madrid and did a PhD in Nanomaterials at the University
of Düsseldorf (Germany). With a background in dermocosmetics and
marketing, in 2015 she created the blog Ciencia y Cosmética where
she answers questions about the cosmetics industry for curious people
eager to learn in a clear, easy to understand way.

Dr. Pedro Jaén is a dermatologist, doctor in medicine and surgery
from the Universidad Complutense in Madrid, as well as a specialist
in medical-surgical dermatology and venereology at the Hospital
12 de Octubre in Madrid. He is currently Head of the Dermatology
Department at the Ramón y Cajal Hospital in Madrid.
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Xusa Sanz is a nurse, health educator and nutritionist by
profession, specializing in menstrual cycle disorders and
women’s hormonal health. She currently works in her private
practice where she treats women with menstrual problems and
helps them to improve their health. She is a teacher in different
training areas, among them the Master’s program of the Aleris
Academy “Clinical Nutrition and Applied Dietetics” and cofounder of the Koren Salud training academy in women’s health.
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HAPPY FOOD THERAPY
Nourish your happiness and your defenses by
taking care of your microbiota.
In this book, dietician and coach Mareva Gillioz
invites us to embark on an integral path of selfknowledge to understand the relationship between
the intestine, health and emotions. Through her
Happy Food Therapy philosophy, the author provides
us with the keys to a healthy diet and lifestyle that
will enhance our happiness and good mood and
strengthen our immune system. According to the
author, if we take care of our microbiota we can
prevent diseases and viral infections.
Zenith | 250 Pages | June 2021

Zenith | 288 Pages | April 2021

THE KETOBIOTIC DIET

A DIFFERENT NUTRITION IS POSSIBLE

Discover the benefits of healthy fats to balance your
weight and improve your health.

Enjoy a conscious, integral and natural diet.
Julia Jiménez provides an approach to nutrition that lets
us lay the foundations for building healthy and lasting
habits. Through self-love and acceptance, we can abandon
the crusade against food and a negative personal image.

Ketobiotic nutrition is a concept that Arantxa Areta
has been developing for many years in her practice as
a nutrition coach. It is a combination of the concepts
of ketogenic and macrobiotic nutrition based on three
pillars: ketosis, intermittent fasting and macrobiotic
foods.

In a society in which anything but a slim and “perfect”
body seems to be singled out and insufficient, it is essential
to understand that being slim is not equivalent to being
healthy if, in order to stay slim, we must limit food, leisure
and happiness. In other words, no matter how healthy, slim
or fit we may appear to be, we are not necessarily healthy.

The purpose of ketogenic nutrition is to enter ketosis,
a metabolic process by which our body uses fats as fuel
instead of glucose. To get into ketosis you have to greatly
increase your intake of healthy fats, moderate protein and
finally reduce the amount of carbohydrates.

With its rigorous scientific and integrative
approach, this guide provides a host of tools to
implement physical and psycho-emotional selfcare habits: simple routines, reflections to change
our mindset, anti-inflammatory nutrition tips and
more than 30 pre- and probiotic recipes to embrace
a healthier and happier lifestyle.

Lunwerg | 224 Pages | April 2021

A book to learn how to strength our immune
system through diet and lifestyle.

BEBIDAS .................................................................
Todas las recetas que se detallan a continuación están diseñadas específicamente
para alimentar tus cinco sentidos y la salud
de tu microbiota con el objetivo de sumar
en tu bienestar físico, mental y emocional.

Includes daily routines, nutrition tips, and
more than 30 recipes.

Encontrarás en ellas una
manera de aumentar tu
inmunidad, energía y
buen humor gracias a la
acción antiinflamatoria,
antioxidante, digestiva,
pre- y probiótica de sus
ingredientes, sin aportar
gluten, leche de vaca ni
azúcares dañinos.

That’s why it’s not only a question of eating well. It’s
necessary to go further and learn to nourish ourselves
with quality raw materials that help us stay healthy.
Above all, however, we must maintain a balance between
our body and our mind, learning to lead a life and follow
a diet that are more relaxed, conscious and sustainable by
incorporating a more holistic view of nutrition because,
truly, another nutrition is possible.

If we add to this the guidelines of macrobiotic nutrition
which is centered on the use of “food-medicine”, we have
the basis of KETOBIOTIC FOOD.
This book will familiarize you with all the concepts
related to this type of food that will help us to balance
our weight and health, as well as recipes specially
designed to make your diet varied and savory.

Arantxa Areta is a specialist in energetic, emotional and macrobiotic
nutrition, and passionate about cooking and healthy, traditional
Mediterranean food. After years of research and experimentation, she has
found a way of life that makes it possible to work on the emotions and
the mind through food, in order to have a healthier life. She gives online
consultations and develops content on her website arantxaareta.com.
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No te olvides de cuidar con mimo la presentación de tu comida. Hazlo en un plato
bonito y decóralo de manera que te resulte apetitoso y atractivo. Es una manera
de dignificar y honrar lo que recibes de la
madre Tierra, los ingredientes, y lo que te
ofreces a ti y a tu microbiota, la energía y
los nutrientes.
Comida real y deliciosa, digna de nuestro
templo y de los paladares más exigentes
con hambre de vida ¡y de disfrute!

¡Feliz cooking!

ZUMO INMUNITY BOOSTER
El objetivo es el de vegetalizar más la dieta
a la vez que aportamos hidratos, proteínas y
grasas de calidad, minimizando los alimentos y productos que alteran nuestro ecosistema interior. De esta manera conseguimos
riqueza, calidad y abundancia de vitaminas
y minerales, tan cruciales para que nuestras
reacciones metabólicas puedan llevarse a
cabo. También descubrirás el placer de cocinar zero waste, es decir, 100 % de aprovechamiento y cero residuos, disfrutando de
todo el potencial de tus alimentos.
Mi recomendación es que empieces por
las recetas que más te motiven y que vayas poco a poco. Comienza siempre por lo

Raciones: 2 vasos grandes
Tiempo de preparación: 15 minutos

Elaboración

Tiempo de cocción: 0 minutos

– Ir licuando los ingredientes, salvo las semillas
de chía, en el orden indicado.

Ingredientes

– Una vez obtenido el zumo, añadir las semi-

½ T de pepino
1 T de col lombarda troceada
1 T de piña pelada y troceada
4½ T de hinojo fresco
¼ de tallo de apio (retirar las hojas y reservarlas
para futuros caldos)
1-2 zanahorias frescas
1 c.s. de cilantro fresco
1 c.s. de hojas de menta fresca
½ T de granada despepitada y pelada
1 dedal de cúrcuma fresca
Una pizca de pimienta negra molida
Opcional: 1 c.s. de semillas de chía o de lino enteras

llas de chía o de lino enteras para aumentar
la carga de fibra y saciedad, y reducir la carga
glucémica.
– Mezclar todo bien antes de su consumo.
è Guardar el sobrante en botella de vidrio
(sin las semillas), se conserva hasta 3 días
en la nevera.No olvides masticar el zumo
aunque sea líquido para favorecer una
buena función digestiva.

-- 160 --

-- 161 --

-- 162 --

-- 163 --

BATIDO VERDE HIGH ENERGY

A strong message, a vision aimed at redefining the
concept of food so that it integrates the body and the
mind, as well as minimalism and sustainability.
Julia Jiménez is a dietitian-nutritionist specialized in Nutrigenetics,
Nutrigenomics, Mindfulness and Emotional Management, as well as
Clinical Nutrition, Sports Nutrition and Vegetarian Nutrition. She is the
founder and director of the psychonutrition practice No Sé Qué Cenar.
She is dedicated to conscious nutrition in her private practice, gives
courses, talks and workshops, and promotes through her social networks
a healthy lifestyle. She has collaborated as a consultant in different media.

que te resulte más fácil y añádele gradualmente un grado de desafío, semana tras
semana, sin estrés y con mucho amor.

Raciones: 2 vasos grandes
Tiempo de preparación: 15 minutos
Tiempo de cocción: 0 minutos
Ingredientes
1,5 T de agua de coco (versión más ligera) o de
leche de coco (versión más nutritiva)
½ pepino troceado y con piel
Zumo de ½ limón o lima
1 plátano
1 T de canónigos (u otras hojas verdes al gusto)
3 centímetros de apio
½ aguacate
1 dedal de jengibre
1 c.s. de menta fresca
Opcional: 1 c.s. de miel cruda, 1 dátil sin hueso o
½ plátano más, si hay necesidad de edulcorar
(recuerda que cuanto menos, mejor)

Mareva Gilioz is an integrative dietitian and coach, specializing
in psychonutrition, anti-inflammatory, immunodigestive
and emotional diet therapy, personal growth and self-esteem,
naturopathy and therapeutic and natural cooking. In addition
to her nutrition and naturopathy practice, she collaborates with
companies, participates in the media and gives workshops and
lectures in health centers.

Elaboración
– Echar los ingredientes en la batidora en el
orden indicado y batir hasta conseguir una
textura homogénea.
– Ajustar la cantidad de líquido según la textura
deseada.
– Mezclar bien antes de su consumo.
è Guardar en botella de vidrio, se conserva
hasta 3 días en la nevera.
è Aunque sea líquido, no olvides masticar el
batido para activar los jugos digestivos y
disfrutar con plena conciencia.
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COOK, EAT AND LOSE FAT

HEALTHY EATING
OVER

OVER

200.000

100.000

COPIES SOLD IN

COPIES SOLD IN

SPAIN!

SPAIN!

Delicious recipes for healthy living.
We all know that certain aspects of our lifestyle, and
especially our diet, are not healthy, but we don’t know
how to change them or we don’t muster the will to do
so. Cook, Eat and Lose Fat will help us understand how
the weight loss process works and what small habits we
need to incorporate into our daily routine so that, in
addition to losing fat, we can lead a healthy lifestyle.
In this practical and information-packed book you
will find:
-Explanations on how the fat loss process works and
tips to improve your body composition.
-Small habits to introduce in your daily routine that
will make a difference.
-More than 60 delicious, easy and healthy recipes.
-A physical activity plan to achieve your goals.
Paloma Quintana aims to teach us that eating, even
if it’s for weight loss, can be a true pleasure, it’s just a
matter of taking action!

Zenith | 304 Pages | March 2021

A practical guide to lose weight in a healthy
way, improve our diet and change our body
and mind forever.

Paidós | 320 Pages | March 2019
English sample available

Paidós | 304 Pages | August 2020

EAT REAL FOOD

COOK REAL FOOD

A guide to transform your diet and your health.

More than 100 recipes for realfooders.

Right now, the majority of the population is deceived
about the nature of its diet. To take a phrase from The
Matrix, we live in a world where “we don’t eat real food,
but products that have been placed before our eyes.” A
perfect environment for the consumption of unhealthy,
ultraprocessed foods. This environment is controlled
by the dark side of the food industry, which keeps the
population buying its products no matter how bad for us
they are.

Carlos Ríos has gotten thousands of people to come out
of the Matrix and join the Realfooding movement to
eliminate the consumption of ultraprocessed foods from
their diets once and for all so they can return to eating
real food.
In this book, the author explains to us the nutritional
patterns of a realfooder, what changes you have to make
in your life to transition from unhealthy products to
healthy ones, and what myths about cooking a realfooder
must dismiss. He also shows us the culinary techniques
we should use to cook foods in a healthy way, what basic
techniques we should know, and what our pantry should
always have to follow a healthy and balanced diet.

In this book, Carlos Ríos offers us the scientific knowledge
necessary to question, research, and understand the things
we eat and everything about them. He explains the basic
principles of Realfooding, a lifestyle that tries to remove
ultraprocessed foods from our diet and offers us practical
advice, tricks, and recipes to eat healthy in an easy, quick,
and tasty way. The Matrix can’t be taught, you have to see
it with your own eyes.

In the second part, the book offers us more than 100
never-before-seen recipes that include salads, soups,
legumes, cereals, eggs, meats, fish, breads, and sauces. All
of them with advice and nutritional information.
In Cook Real Food, realfooders as well as those who
aren’t will find out how to follow a delicious diet
ultraprocessed foods-free.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Znak (Poland), Planeta Manuscrito (Portugal), HKZ
(Slovenia).

Paloma Quintana is a dietician, nutritionist and food specialist.
She is passionate about what we term today a “healthy lifestyle”,
that is, putting into practice everything she knows about how to
improve health, spreading the word about it and getting people
to enjoy an active and healthy life.

Carlos Ríos studied Human Nutrition and Dietetics. A non-conformist nutritionist and dietitian, he is the creator of Realfooding, a lifestyle that
has attracted thousands of followers on social media. His mission is to use knowledge to fight against multinationals and ultraprocessed foods and
give real food back to the people.
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HEALTH, WITH GOOD
REASON

HEALTHY
INTERMITTENT FASTING

Discover the power of food to prevent disease.

Gain energy and health, improve your rest and
boost your longevity.

Cardiovascular diseases are the main cause of death.

Intermittent fasting is here to stay and not a day goes
by without news of its benefits. However, so much
information about it can be confusing. Scientific studies
demonstrate its many virtues if carried out responsibly:
weight loss, improved longevity and rest, control of
metabolic levels, better quality of sleep... Carla Zaplana,
expert nutritionist and dietitian, offers us in this guide
the answers that will help resolve our doubts, reveals
what type of fasting suits us according to our lifestyle
and teaches us how to get started in this practice.

Painless, we do not pay attention to them and that is
why they progress in silence for years until the damage
appears in the form of heart attack, stroke or angina
pectoris. The good news is that we can prevent them
with a healthy lifestyle and the aid of an infallible ally
within everyone’s reach: the Mediterranean diet.
In this book you will discover what the risk factors are
for developing cardiovascular disease, you will learn
the mechanisms by which they cause damage to the

Carla advises us how to safely integrate fasting into
our routine and also offers us strategies to analyze and
understand the reactions of our body, especially in the
early days. In addition, she gives us the keys to distinguish
real hunger from emotional hunger, ideas for exercises
to do while fasting and 45 simple and delicious recipes
to learn how to break the fast and feel great.

body and you will also learn to identify them and even
calculate your personal risk in order to set goals to
easily improve your health.
In addition to all this medical nutritional advice, we
will move from theory to the plate. With its more than
50 recipes inspired by the Mediterranean diet and with
photographs, this book will teach you how to introduce
Paidós | 336 Pages | February 2021

key ingredients for your health, to cook in a savory way
without adding salt and to respect the nutrients of the

Dr. Judit Soto teaches us in an easy way that
eating healthy and taking care of our health
does not have to be boring, but a pleasure.

food to the maximum.

Diana | 224 Pages | February 2021

A guide to the benefits of intermittent fasting
on health and weight. The new trend in
nutrition.

Carla Zaplana is a dietitian and nutritionist, certified
as a Holistic Health Coach by the Institute of Integrative
Nutrition in New York. She has extensive training in the
United States and Spain in plant-based culinary nutrition
and is the author of several bestselling titles, including
the bestseller Zumos Verdes and also Batidos Verdes, Come
Limpio and Superalimentos. Thousands of people have
attended her lectures and online trainings.

Judit Soto (Barcelona, 1994) is a doctor with a great interest in
nutrition, which led her to complete her studies with a master’s
degree in clinical nutrition and endocrinology. This passion
for healthy food inspired her to create the Instagram account
@dracookinghealthy where she combines two of her hobbies
-cooking and photography- with scientific dissemination to
share with others how to lead a healthier life.
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GODS AND BEGGARS

A BIOGRAPHY OF
INHUMANITY

The great odyssey of human evolution.

A history of human cruelty, unreason and
insensitivity.

We need to know who we are and where we come from
to understand the light and shadow of our present and,
above all, to approach the theories and conjectures

A Biography of Inhumanity represents the antithesis of
José Antonio Marina’s previous book. While A Biography
of Humanity explained the history of cultural evolution
(through the development of art, politics, social institutions, religions, feelings and technology), A Biography
of Inhumanity seeks to explore the greatest errors or
cruelties of our history, and why at the time these actions
were carried out or accepted as a kind of implacable destiny. Using the intellectual tools provided by psychology,
the author offers us a historical-cultural journey through
the main evils and apathies we have committed as an
“inhuman” species.

about an uncertain future, marked by a technology
whose exponential progress often escapes our complete
understanding and the particular pace of biological
changes. Gods and Beggars offers us a fascinating
journey to revisit our origins as a species, to penetrate
the enigmas of the brain and genetics and to rediscover
the central role of culture in the history of mankind.
We are a very particular lifeform, with an enormous
intelligence and, at the same time, an immense fragility.
The former, driven by genomic changes and natural
selection, has allowed us to expand and subject
ecosystems and species to our designs. However, this

(...) But this line of progress is continually
interrupted by the emergence of atrocity. The
continuity of the civilizing process is broken by
decivilizing wedges, by regressions or collapses.
Over and over, incomprehensible ferocity
emerges. The previous law, which was luminous,
is accompanied by another that is sinister: the
law of humanity’s ethical regression. We live in
a precarious condition, always threatened by
chaos. So far, after these collapses, we have been
able to regain the path of civilization. But there
is no guarantee that this power of recovery will
last forever.

same preeminence brings us closer to collapse in the
form of climate emergency, resource depletion and the
consequent extinction or transhumanism. To avoid this
uncertainty, José María Bermúdez de Castro proposes

Crítica | 448 Pages | March 2021

renewing our commitment to science and knowledge,

Ariel | 320 pages | March 2021

aware that evolution is still in progress. Knowing our
nature is a pressing necessity, even more so as we have
moved too far away from the reality to which we belong
and forgotten that we are part of biodiversity and are
subject to its laws.

I am moved to write this book by the firm belief,
perhaps overly optimistic, that if we understand
the evolutionary mechanisms at work within us,
we can take steps to protect our vulnerability and
to accelerate the evolution that we have so far
undertaken spontaneously and unconsciously. I
think Spinoza was right when he said that freedom is a known necessity... as long as we know
how to take advantage of that knowledge, that is,
as long as we know how to learn from experience.
Let us do so.

“Man is a god when he dreams and a beggar
when he thinks.”

José María Bermúdez de Castro received his doctorate in
biology from the Complutense University of Madrid. He
is a research professor at CSIC and has been co-director of
excavations in Atapuerca since 1991. From its foundation until
2012, he was the director of the National Center for Human
Evolution Research. He has won the Príncipe de Asturias
Prize for Scientific and Technical Research and has received a
doctor honoris causa from the University of Burgos.

Friederich Hölderin
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José Antonio Marina has devoted his career to researching
and formulating a theory of intelligence based in neurology
and culminating in ethics. Within his overarching project, he
has devoted books to creation, language, ethics, religion, and
politics. He has won a number of prizes: the Anagrama Prize
for the Essay, the Giner de los Ríos Prize for Educational
Innovation, and the National Essay Prize.
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A BIOGRAPHY OF HUMANITY

THE WOLF’S LAIRS

History of the evolution of cultures.

Memories of authoritarian Europe, 1945-2020.

The human race is a hybrid of biology and culture,
and this surprising and original book gives pride of
place not to genetics, but to the history of cultural
evolution through an exploration of art, politics, social
institutions, religions, emotions, and technology: a
moving journey through mankind’s inexhaustible
creative intelligence.

What to do with the legacy of a dictator after his death or
fall? This problematic memory also includes a material
inheritance, ranging from the autocrat’s tomb to the
specific places linked to his victims, as well as public
spaces represented by names or monuments. The Wolf ’s
Lairs reviews how contemporary Europe has confronted
its own ghosts, how it has redefined in a particular way
the spaces closely linked to the biography and memory
of the tyrant, and how it has integrated -not without
contradictions- this uncomfortable past into its own
national narrative. Spain has been no stranger to this
problematic (in)digestion of the places of (dis)memory.
Through the comparative study of cases as diverse as
Germany, Portugal, Albania, Romania, France, Italy
and Slovakia, Xosé M. Núñez Seixas shows the shared
difficulties in facing recent traumatic pasts.

If we are about to enter into the transhumanist era,
as many influential thinkers affirm, remembering the
actions humanity has taken to resolve its difficulties and
achieve its goals—surviving, fleeing pain, improving
wellbeing, living together in peace, creating morality—
is now an unavoidable necessity. The principle
mechanisms of biological evolution are random
mutations and natural selection, the same ones that
intervene in the process of cultural evolution, where
we meet with universal realities that every society has
dealt with in its way as well as inventions common to
many cultures—agriculture, writing, urban life, forms
of government—and a series of delicate achievements
that may collapse if the conditions that give rise to
them disappear.

Ariel | 592 pages | October 2018

OVER 15.000 COPIES

(...) However, the houses where autocrats were
born, in several cases now in private hands, as
well as their tombs and mausoleums, their private
residences or their summer palaces, were often
exceptions to the rule. They were places where the
ghost of the dictator seemed to live on and cast its
shadow over the present, and which constituted a
pending subject of the policies of settling accounts
with the dictatorial past. They were particularly
sensitive points of the limitations or contradictions
of these memory policies. Our aim here is to
make a comparative analysis of this particular
category. It is about the specific spaces -tangible
and intangible, although generally with physical
existence: concrete objects and spaces- in which
the dictator’s body, his shadow, his intimate
biography is projected and evoked. An embodied
remembrance, in its most literal sense, which is no
longer transmitted through gestures or actions, but
condensed in mortal remains, or in the memory
of the interaction between the physical body and
a concrete, intimate, familiar and everyday
environment. They are static places, symbolizing
the beginning and the end, but also the stages of
apogee of the biographies of the autocrats. For
the most part, they are birthplaces, tombs and
mausoleums, palaces or residences, in more than
one case simple dwellings, whose ownership was
not always and is not always public.

Crítica | 312 Pages | March 2021
Full English text available

A comparative study on the management of
the memory of a past still too present.

SOLD IN SPAIN

A substantial catalogue of cultural genetics,
a genealogy of the human race that helps us
understand not only our origins and values,
our intelligence and sensitivity, but also our
creative and destructive capacities.

José Antonio Marina has devoted his career to researching
and formulating a theory of intelligence based in neurology
and culminating in ethics. Within his overarching project, he
has devoted books to creation, language, ethics, religion, and
politics. He has won a number of prizes: the Anagrama Prize
for the Essay, the Giner de los Ríos Prize for Educational
Innovation, and the National Essay Prize.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Ginkgo Beijing Book (China).
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Xosé M. Núñez Seixas (Ourense, 1966) received his PhD in
Contemporary History at the European University Institute
of Florence. He is currently professor of the same subject at
the University of Santiago de Compostela; between 2012 and
2017 he was professor at the Ludwig Maximilian University of
Munich. He is on the advisory and editorial board of several
Iberian and international journals, such as European History
Quarterly, Passato e Presente and Historia Social.
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MIND CONTROL

CAPITALISM 1679-2065

Mind geopolitics.

An approach to the economic system that has
created more wealth and inequality than any
other in the world.

After the success of How To Rule The World and World
Domination, Pedro Baños turns his attention here to
the techniques power utilizes to control our emotions,
because whoever can control the emotions of other
people can determine the decisions they take.

The arrival of the coronavirus has only sped up an
inevitable process in the evolution of the capitalist
system. With his characteristic clarity and bluntness,
the author examines the present uncertainty in light of
the long history of capitalism. And also tells us what is
to come: a new, even more inhuman form of capitalism.

Power, as a structure of mass control, realizes that
people can be manipulated by suggestive contagion,
that they are happy in a state of submission, and that
they demand illusions, fantasies, and affection. To
achieve this mental dominion, there exist sophisticated
techniques like brainwashing, which requires
repetitive indoctrination, the monopoly and control
of information and communications, the abolition
of critical thinking, the reinforcement of group
and emotional dependency, the modification and
restriction of diet (reduction in glucose and proteins),
and depersonalization.
Today these actions are much more simple thanks
to technological advancements, and they will soon
became even easier, thus allowing the powerful to
achieve absolute dominion over the populace.

Ariel | 544 Pages | October 2020

OVER 50.000 COPIES

Today’s geopolitics goes far beyond any concrete
geographical limits. It has actually become the
practice of a geopower with universal ambitions.
It materializes in the constant rivalry for control
of all humanity. And the most complete way to
achieve such total control is to act on people’s
minds, which today is easier than ever thanks to
new technologies. Thus, the ultimate geopower
is reached when minds are subjugated, at the
mercy of the great doers. Hence the subtitle of
this book because, believe it or not, there is a
whole world of tactics and strategies, of tricks
and deceptions, perfectly planned, designed and
implemented, to achieve the ultimate power:
mental control.

SOLD IN SPAIN

Pedro Baños is an army colonel and certified military strategist
now serving in a reserve capacity. He was formerly Chief of
Counterintelligence and Security for the European Armed
Forces in Strasbourg. He has participated in missions in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, and is one of the most highly regarded
specialists in geopolitics, strategy, defense, security, terrorism,
intelligence, and international relations.
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Ten years ago, the system imploded in a crash as harsh
and lasting as the one in 1929. It won’t be long until
we see a more technological and increasingly unequal
form of capitalism.
The work factor will cease to be important in the
functioning of the economy. The social protection
model will become a thing of the past. Compensation
will come with the arrival of universal basic income,
cheap leisure activities, and other formulas that will
help us evade reality. And in another half-century,
capitalism will cease to be useful and will be replaced
by another system.
Ariel | 512 Pages | September 2020

Contents
Author’s Warning
Introduction
1. Background
2. The Classic Model
3. The Model of Demand
4. The Model of Supply
5. The Model of Supply Plus
6. The transition of the Model of Supply
7. The Pre-crisis Period
THE CRISIS
8. Phase Zero: from false hopes to dashed
expectations
9. The First Phase: Austerity
10. The Second Phase: Stimuli and
Amphetamines
11. The Third Phase: Mistrust and Awakening
Epilogue

OVER 10.000 COPIES
SOLD IN SPAIN

Santiago Niño-Becerra holds a doctorate in Economics
and is a professor of Economic Structures and one of the
most important popular authors on economic issues. He has
published The Crash of 2010, Beyond the Crash, Crash Diaries
and The Crash: Third Phase. He is also author of The Economy
and Mails, a work that has sold more than 160,000 copies. He is
a regular contributor to numerous media outlets.
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COSMOPOLITAN ETHICS

AGAINST EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES

A commitment to sanity in times of pandemic.
In these days of more than justified concern about a
lethal pandemic, two questions are often asked: will we
get out of this one? And what will we have learned for
the future? And yes, we will get out of this one, although
many – or many of us - will be left behind, because all
epidemics are overcome poorly. But what will happen
in the future will depend to a large extent on how
we exercise our freedom, whether from an inclusive
“we” or from a fragmentation of individuals in which
ideologues play for power. It is at this point that we will
demonstrate whether we have learned something.

An egalitarian pamphlet.

For the first time in history the human race is
confronted with universal challenges and has to
respond from different approaches, ethics being one
such approach because it focuses on objectives. Thus,
while the moral norms and customs of the microlevels of societies are necessary, for the first time in
history an ethics for the macro-level is now necessary,
one which takes charge of the common objectives of
humanity: a cosmopolitan ethics.

everyone the things they need.

Adela Cortina, Professor of Philosophy and winner
of the 2015 National Essay Prize, argues that in these
times of pandemic we are facing a social and economic
catastrophe that requires a powerful ethic. Not only the
visible hand of the State, not only the invisible hand
of the economy but, and very especially, the intangible
hand of civic virtues and of a democratic ethos that
helps us to face this exceptional situation.

Paidós | 256 pages | March 2021

Inequality has kidnapped democracy, and while
freedom has become the value par excellence, material
equality remains absent from political parties’
programs, apart from the much-vaunted “equality of
opportunity,” which often conceals another form of
elitism benefiting those who already have the most.
There are ethical, economic, social, and environmental
reasons to strive for a more balanced society. One that
doesn’t give everyone the same thing, but does give
In this book, César Rendueles proposes a contemporary
pro-egalitarianism program with concrete proposals
while exploring the evolution of equality in different
social contexts, from gender equality to culture, work,
family relationships, and education.
“I started thinking about this project in May of 2011,
during the 15M protests, and I finished writing it

Seix Barral | 368 Pages | September 2020
English sample available

ten years later, in April of 2020, in confinement as a
consequence of Covid-19” summarizes the author. His
knowledge of sociology and history and his ability to
illustrate them with popular references, from cinema
to literature or television series, make these pages
an exciting read for all audiences on one of the great
pending subjects of the 21st century.

In Cosmopolitan Ethics, the author proposes the
design of an ethics based on a sense of justice, on the
unwavering aspiration to freedom and on compassion,
which is the true path of the human heart.

Adela Cortina is a Professor of Ethics and Political Philosophy
at the Universidad de Valencia and a member of the Royal
Academy of Moral and Political Sciences, the first woman
to be admitted since the Academy was founded in 1857. She
is a director of the Inter-University Masters and Doctorate
Programmes and the ETNOR Foundation. She has also been
named Doctora Honoris Causa by eight universities in Spain
and overseas and on several occasions has been a member
of the jury for the Príncipe de Asturias Communication,
Humanities and Social Sciences Prizes.

Adela Cortina, winner of the 2015 National
Essay Prize and author of the bestseller
Aporofobia, proposes in this book the need for
a cosmopolitan ethics to face the challenges
posed by the world in times of pandemic.
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A radical appeal for equality of opportunity
with concrete proposals to make society a
better place.

César Rendueles was born in Girona in 1975, grew up in Gijón
and lives in Madrid. A Professor of Sociology at the Universidad
Complutense, a researcher and translator, he has run several
cultural projects at the Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid.
He published the essay Sociofobia (Sociophobia) in 2013 and
Capitalismo Canalla (Rotten Capitalism, Seix Barral) in 2015,
which consolidated him as one of the most outstanding thinkers
on the current scene. Contra la Igualdad de Oportunidades
(Against Equal Opportunities, 2020) is his last book.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Suhrkamp Verlag (Germany).
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WHAT’S A BLACK MAN
LIKE YOU DOING IN A
PLACE LIKE THIS

WHEN THEY CAME FOR ME
The story of a vocation taken away.
Upon opening the first email on my screen I saw a link
to a news story. I clicked on it. The page appeared and

A testimony to experience the reality of racism
in our own skin.

in the middle of it, in giant size, was a photograph of me
crowned with a headline that read: “Policewoman beats

For a long time, I hated myself for being black. At home,

detainee in prison cell”. There I was, under that headline,

my whole family ate rice with peanut sauce from the

which publicly accused me of torturing someone.

same bowl and sometimes without cutlery, with our

When she joined the Local Police of Palma as one of

hands. Behind closed doors I hated it and wondered why

the first women police officers in Spain, Sonia Vivas

we couldn’t be like everyone else.

observed a multitude of irregularities that led her to

With this sentence begins this powerful testimony that

report a political-police corruption scheme, known

reveals the extent to which racism is present in our

as the Cursach case. The accused, police officers,

society and how it conditions people’s lives. What’s a

politicians and businessmen, were charged with crimes

Black Man Like You Doing in a Place Like This is the

having to do with sexual exploitation, drug trafficking,

question that lies behind many of these cases of racism.

crimes against public health, bribery, threats and

It is the consolidation of a story in which it is always

membership in a criminal organization. By opening up

‘them’, the outsiders, those who will never be from here.

this cesspit, Sonia automatically became the target of a
plot that tried by all means possible to ruin her life and

Gerehou honestly addresses all those who are seeking a

remove her from public service.

personal, direct and well-founded approach to racism

Written with the pace and tension of a detective novel,

Península | 240 Pages | May 2021

in society in the last thirty years. He tries to situate

Península | 256 Pages | April 2021

racialized people as political subjects, while unraveling

When They Came for Me are the memoirs of a girl

the role between victims and executioners. The author

from a poor neighborhood who always wanted to be a

narrates in a didactic, simple and sometimes hilarious

policeman and who, after realizing her dream, becomes

tone the everyday racism and the most microscopic

involved in a plot that almost ruins her life. But it is also

discrimination, shedding light on what is not seen and

the story of someone who understands the struggle

providing a vision of reality beyond victimhood.

for justice as a long-distance race and vindicates the
need to renew an institution lagging decades behind
the country’s social advances in order to restore to it the
dignity it deserves.

The woman who uncovered the biggest case
of police corruption in Spain. A real life riot
policewoman.

Sonia Vivas studied Pedagogy and Social Education and earned
a Master’s degree in Forensic Sciences and Health Law. She
worked as a human rights trainer in Colombia during the guerrilla
disarmament process. In 1990 she joined the Local Police of
Palma. She created the Police Hate Crimes Unit, led projects for
the protection of the rights of social minorities and assisted women
victims of male violence.
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Moha is not satisfied simply by telling the facts.
His first-hand testimony shows the price to pay for
those who aim for a society that would be better
free of any negative “ism”, including racism.

Moha Gerehou was born in Huesca, with family origins in
Gambia. In Madrid, he trained as a journalist and joined
eldiario.es, he became a social media consultant and creates
content related to racism and migrations. He militated for
several years in SOS Racismo Madrid, where he served as
president (2016-2018). He participated in the collective book
Lost in Media: Migrant Perspectives and The Public Sphere.

Lucia Mbomio
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Espasa | 256 Pages | June 2021

Seix Barral | 224 Pages | April 2021

LAUGHTER WITH A PINCH OF SALT

MY BODY, TOO

The extraordinary journey of a mother and a very
special daughter.

The fascinating tale of a survivor: her struggle
against cancer.

What does a comedian, whose job is to make people
laugh, do when she gets home and has to get her autistic
daughter to simply look at her? In this tremendously
moving book, humorist Raquel Sastre recounts her
experience as the mother of Emma, diagnosed at a year
and a half with Phelan-McDermid syndrome, a genetic
disease that causes intellectual disability and the absence
of language.

An autobiographical tale without a trace of moralizing,
My Body Too is an appeal to honor the voice of the ill
and the sick person’s right to their own body, exploring
along the way the power relations at play in the world
of heath care through the author’s own experiences.
As with all sicknesses, there are two stories: the official
one, the one that appears in the medical records,
cold, impersonal, with many omissions (“Twentyseven-year-old woman, afebrile, with back pain”)
and the other one that the first one always hides.

Laughter with a Pinch of Salt is a confessional story devoid
of drama about how to face adversity from the moment
you learn that your daughter suffers from a disease that
will make her dependent for life and how humor becomes
an indispensable tool to survive in that new reality. A
story of hope that brims with vitality and an exercise
in courage that vindicates the importance of early care,
thanks to which Emma can now communicate and look
another person in the eye.

My Body, Too is a testimony about overcoming cancer
and a defense of the ill from a humane point of view
while also being a brilliant literary exercise.

The moving testimony of a mother with a daughter
with autism who wields humor as a salvation in the face
of adversity.
Raquel Taranilla lives Madrid, where she is a writer and teacher. At
present, she is a professor in the Information Sciences Department at
the Complutense University. She previously taught at the University of
Barcelona and Hamad bin Khalifa University. In 2015* she published
My Body Too. Her novel Night and Ocean won the Biblioteca Breve
prize in 2020.

Raquel Sastre is a comedian who took her first steps in the world of
comedy thanks to Paramount Comedy. In addition to being a stand-up
comedian, Sastre has for some time given voice to the daily problems
faced by families of children with ASD, who require comprehensive,
public and free early care.
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MY NAME IS EVA

L.I.F.E.

Born in Pamplona, Eva Vildosola knew from an early
age that she didn’t look like the other kids in her class.
At 11 years old she began to investigate and discovered
that what was happening to her was known as gender
dysphoria.

"Freedom is knowing that I am light and shadow. I am
imperfect, vulnerable, brave, cowardly, generous and
selfish. I am nice, open, stale and closed. I am intense,
superficial, cheerful, dramatic, humble and self-centered.
I am everything.
Freedom is the realization that I have pretended to be
perfect in order to meet the expectations of others and
please people I don't know. That I have acted out of fear
of rejection. That I have the right to live the way I want to
live and that only one decision separates me from that.

After years of insults, bullying and being misunderstood,
both at school and at home, at 14 she decided to end her
life. It was a turning point for her, since as a result of this
event she ended up in a medical center where she was
able to start psychological and hormonal treatment that
culminated in a sex change operation at the age of 18.

Freedom is allowing my values to change and being
consistent with them. It is understanding that I have
nothing to prove. That I am worthy of love for the simple
fact of existing. That I am here to Be, to learn and to flow.
To live a purposeful, conscious and authentic L.I.F.E..

Eva’s story is a clear example of overcoming and with this
book she wants to help all those who are going through
a similar situation, but also wants to defend an evergrowing collective which continues to suffer the attacks
and intransigence of a part of the population that does
not accept it.

Freedom is to ask my own questions and find my own answers."
And this is my story.
I let go, I leap and I trust.

I am a normal 19-year-old girl. I am transexual, yes,
but that doesn’t make me less normal, it doesn’t make me
a freak, it doesn’t make me less in any way. I have the
right to go out in the street, I have the right to do what I
like on my social networks and I have all the rights that
everyone should have.

Ana Albiol is certified in coaching and neurolinguistic programming
(NLP), and is a speaker on entrepreneurship at some of the most notable
events of the Spanish national scene. When she was 19 years old, her
nonconformism led her to embark on an inner journey in search of
her own definition of freedom. Along the way she became one of the
most charismatic referents of makeup in Spain, thanks to her content on
Youtube and the freshness of her presence on social networks.

Eva Vildosola is a 19-year-old transsexual girl who has seen her
Instagram account grow exponentially in recent months as a result
of the beating she received in Barcelona and because of which she
decided to tell her story. Born in Pamplona, she knew from a young
age that something wasn’t right and decided to take the step, after
many difficulties and much incomprehension, to change her sex.
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VISUAL THINKING WORKS
How to achieve what you propose with drawings.
The starting point of the book you hold in your hands
can be formulated through a question: “What would
happen if we were able to work visually in every aspect
of an organization?” Visual Thinkers are convinced of
the power of visuals in the professional environment,
especially for teamwork. We know that if we worked
visually we would see a true revolution in our
organizations. The magnitude of the transformation
would be comparable to what Steve Jobs imagined

Alienta | 432 Pages |
September 2016

that fall of 1979. The joy you experience when you
are certain everyone is aligned thanks to an image so
powerful you find it hard to believe a different way of
working is possible.

Alienta | 416 Pages |
March 2018

Alienta | 528 Pages |
November 2020

LEARNING FROM THE BEST 3
Your personal development is your destiny.
With more than 100,000 copies sold, Learning From The Best is the bestselling business book by a Spanish author

VISUAL THINKING

Lunwerg | 172 Pages | May 2021

METÁFORAS VISUALES

A la vista de las analogías, podremos
tener más ideas para encontrar
esa metáfora visual que estamos
buscando. En la elección del dibujo
final, podemos ser más descriptivos
o más evocadores, en función
de lo que encaje mejor con
nuestro entorno.

Thanks to the conviction of a few pioneers,
visualization has entered some settings, albeit still
in a minority way, first in the technology field and
then in the startup ecosystem. But we know it will
spread and there will be no stopping it.

in recent years. It has become the go-to work for many thanks to its ability to synthesize and explain an enormous
amount of knowledge about the world of personal development, business, leadership, financial freedom, and
spirituality.
In an impressive act of synthesis, Francisco Alcaide has brought together in this third volume in the series four
hundred carefully curated reflections from recognized people from fields and disciplines not included in the first
two. He analyzes them in depth and with great attention to detail to bring out their meaning and their coherence.
These are reflections that inspire us and push us to fight for our goals. Because in the end, success is nothing more
than learning.

Imágenes descriptivas: empresas tradicionales

Imágenes evocadoras: empresas innovadoras

In this third volume, we meet businessmen like Elon Musk and Peter Thiel; athletes Rafa Nadal and Pau Gasol;
thinkers like Daniel Pink and Simon Sinek. We read stories of overcoming adversity like those of Ernest Shackleton

VISUAL THINKING

METÁFORAS VISUALES

*U*A*L S*T*A*
I*S
R:
*
V

EJERCICIOS PRÁCTICOS
EJERCICIO 1
Escribe el significado de las siguientes metáforas visuales.

and Viktor Frankl; encounter experts in positive psychology like Tal Ben-Shahar and Sonja Lyubomirsky; political
leaders like Winston Churchill and Benjamin Franklin; activists like Martin Luther King and Maya Angelou; and
many other ones, from the stoics to scientists, advocates of financial freedom, spiritual leaders, quantum physicists,
architects, and experts in personal development, humor, art, influence and persuasion.

Rafa Vivas (Madrid, 1970) began his career as a lawyer and
soon started to work as an illustrator for children’s books. In
2010, he discovered the Visual Thinking thanks to the outreach
work of the company XPLANE. He is one of the founders
of the company Visualizamos, which is a reference of this
methodology. He is currently the Creative Director of XPLANE
for Spain and Latin America. Regular speaker at conferences
on visualization and innovation, he participates as a creativity
teacher in different business schools.

Ha publicado sus metáforas visuales en medios tan conocidos como
The New York Times, National Geographic, El País o The New Yorker.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

¿Cuál es la prueba de que tu metáfora visual funciona? Lo sabrás cuando todo
el mundo, al verla, acierte con el concepto que esconde.

Francisco Alcaide is a lecturer, educator, leadership and motivation coach. He has a degree in Business Administration and
Management as well as in Law, a Master’s in Finance and Banking, and a Doctorate in business organization. Alone or as a collaborator,
he has published such books as Your Future is TODAY (considered “the Google of personal development,”) and Executive Coaching,
the first book by a Spanish author on coaching. His work has won such awards as: the 2017 Coach of Honor Prize (Aprocorm), the
2012 RRHH Prize for the Best Blog (Tatum), and the 1999 Accésit CEF Management Prize (Centro de Estudios Financieros).
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DON’T BE AFRAID TO BE
RIGHT

UNSTOPPABLE
The first complete guide to professional communication specifically for women

A guide to success and disobedience.
How many times has this happened to you? You
hear the people around you repeating over and
over these slogans they’ve heard, certain that
imitation and acceptance of established rules is
the only right road. But what if the voice that
tells you to question them is the right one?
Don’t be Afraid to be Right is a clarion call to break
the mold, to generate influence, and to change
the rules of the game. An extraordinary guide to
achieve success based on a series of conversations
with the most brilliant, disobedient, and visionary
minds of our times. At a moment when nostalgia
for a supposedly stable past is growing stronger
and stronger, we want to invite you to lose your fear
of change and, above all, to express your opinion.
From business to show business, via politics,
art, gastronomy, and philosophy, all the voices
gathered here have something valuable to share
with you: the experiences that led them from
doubt to success thanks to the brave choice of
breaking the mold.

Temas de Hoy | 272 Pages | January 2021

Being heretic and being disobedient is a
confirmation of freedom.

If it is aimed specifically at women, it is for several
reasons: because we have been educated differently and
this usually means we are at a disadvantage with respect
to men, because we communicate differently and our
family and social conditions still greatly condition us.
It is not about masculinizing ourselves in our communication and leadership but about knowing how to act
in each moment using the most appropriate words,
tone and gestures for each situation. And, above all, it
is about obtaining the respect, authority and prestige
we deserve in our jobs.
As in her previous books, the author provides a
genuine training. She is very didactic and gives
guidelines, exercises, templates and tests for practical
and personalized work, so that each reader can set her
own goals and develop the skills she needs most.
In addition, you will find formulas for handling crucial

Paidós | 384 Pages | January 2021

conversations and uncomfortable situations: going to a
job interview, asking for a promotion, defending your
point of view, responding to criticism, avoiding being
robbed of your ideas, avoiding being interrupted in
meetings, and reacting to harassment.

Leoluca Orlando
With the collaboration of:
Nadya Tolokno (Pussy Riot), Héctor Ayuso (Offf
Festival), Leoluca Orlando (Mayor of Palermo), José
Andrés (Chef), Ada Colau (Mayor of Barcelona), Bad
Bunny (Musician), Toyo Ito (Architect), Pablo DíazReixa “El Guincho” (Producer of La Rosalía), Alex
Honnold (Climber and world record holder), Clare
Farrell (Co-founder of Extinction Rebellion), Yalitza
Aparicio (Actress), Sergio Caballero (Co-founder
of Sónar), Vincent Stanley (Director of Philosophy
at Patagonia, INC.), Rita Indiana (Writer), Aleix
Sanmartín (Political scientist).

Vincenzo Angileri is is a creative director and strategic
consultant. He lives between Barcelona and Mexico City and
is the Head of Education at Acid House in association with
Elisava and Vice Media. His recent positions include Director
of Narrative at Folch Studio. Don’t Be Afraid to be Right is his
first book.
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This book will be a reference manual for women
entrepreneurs, pre-managers, managers and
professionals who find opportunities every
day not only to improve their own position
and career but also to become an example for
younger women and influence the environment
to advance a culture of equality and a new
shared leadership.

Teresa Baró (Barcelona, 1962) is a specialist in personal
communication in the professional field. She has taught at
various universities and colleges and has trained hundreds of
professionals, managers and politicians. She is currently the
director of Verbalnoverbal, a consulting firm specializing in
communication skills. She is the author of The Great Nonverbal
Language Guide and Illustrated Dictionary Of Insults, published
by Ediciones Paidós.
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DARE TO DO THINGS
YOUR WAY

INVEST IN YOURSELF
How to organize your economy in 11 steps to
live better.

The revolution of women’s leadership.

Why is it so hard for us to save? Is renting a waste of

Writer, editor and director of an institution, Iolanda

money? How can we choose the bank that best suits us?

Batallé unfolds in this book an intimate and experiential

Is all debt bad? What should we know before investing?

story that goes beyond a manual on leadership. It is a

When should we start saving for retirement? Without

personal and liberating, emotional, direct and lucid

miracles or false promises and with a genuine sense

plea that bravely invites us to live, act and lead beyond

of humor, Natalia de Santiago, an expert in financial

imposed authoritarianism, with the premise of self-

analysis and planning, has written this practical guide

knowledge as the basis for empathetic, effective and

to help us manage our economy in a way that is as

happy management.

effective as it is entertaining. From the simplest to

I cheat the system as much as I can, deliberately,

the most complex, without the need for any previous

thoroughly, delicately, stubbornly, happily. I cheat the

knowledge or to be a mathematical genius, this book

system that has belittled us as women, but I don’t seek

teaches us everything we need to do to get a sound

revenge. Revolution is about being generous.

"Although many very admirable women
have existed through the course of history,
the truth is we have lacked reference figures.
Iolanda Batallé Prats’ book invites us to
exercise leadership that is in tune with our
authentic essence and thus create a new logic
in management, more inclusive and more
luminous".

Destino | 112 Pages | January 2021

night’s sleep without worries about money.

A practical guide, written with humor, that
helps us manage our finances in a way that is
as effective as it is entertaining

Planeta | 240 Pages | January 2021
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Dime en qué gastas y te diré quién eres

INVIERTE EN TI

Anna Gener, CEO Savills Aguirre Newman Barcelona.
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frappuccinos mocca y vas a seguir siendo igual de manirrota que
el jueves pasado.

EL TRUCO DEL ALMENDRUCO
Cuanto más desglosemos, más fácil es que no se nos olvide nada. Por
ejemplo, los gastos del coche yo los clasifico así para no dejarme nada
en el tintero:

LA REGLA DE ORO
Para planificar nuestros gastos, nuestra mejor guía es el pasado.

• Gasolina.
• Parking.
• Lavado: esta categoría la pongo para quedar bien, el coche lo llevamos
guarro tirando a radiactivo.

Ante la duda, pensemos que este año no será tan diferente al
anterior.
Hay gastos que no se repiten todos los meses, basta con ponerlos en los meses que toquen o, si no lo tenemos claro, en un
mes cualquiera y ya iremos actualizando. Para que os hagáis una
idea, este podría ser nuestro presupuesto para educación de este
año:

• Revisiones y mantenimiento.
• Seguro.
• Cuota: como uno de los coches es un leasing, lo pongo aquí. También
pondría aquí la cuota del préstamo, el renting o el alquiler.
• Equipamiento: aquí incluyo cuando toca cambiar ruedas, etcétera.
• Impuestos: para que no me pillen por sorpresa, los cuatrocientos euros que hay que apoquinar cada año los apunto en el mes que toca
para cada coche.

Iolanda Batallé Prats is a writer, editor and director. She has
studied literature and business management. She has worked in
four continents. She has managed publishing houses and a public
institution. She is the author of the short story collection “El límite
exacto de nuestros cuerpos” and two novels, La memoria de las
hormigas and Haré todo lo que tú quieras, with which she won the
2013 Prudenci Bertrana Award. She describes her stimulating and
empathetic way of leading teams in Dare to Do Things Your Way.

Natalia de Santiago is an engineer by training, a financier by
vocation and a specialist in the economic impact of climate change.
She has always worked in finance, in Paris, Madrid and Munich,
and in 2009 she co-founded MyValue Solutions, a company
specialized in the design of open banking solutions for financial
planning and management for banks, companies and individuals.
She writes on finance and economics for Elle magazine.
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Material
escolar

• Multas: por suerte o por desgracia, de tres o cuatro al año no bajamos
ni queriendo, así que, como ya lo sé, lo meto en el presupuesto.

Cuota
colegio

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

Feb

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

Mar

-20,00 €

Abr

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

PLANIFICA CADA GASTO

May

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

Una vez que tenemos todas las categorías, tanto de ingresos como
de gastos, viene lo importante: rellenarlo, poniendo en cada categoría lo que pensamos que vamos a ingresar o gastar cada mes. No
nos volvamos locos, si los Gobiernos nunca aciertan, tampoco hay
que pedirle peras al olmo. Lo importante es ser realista y conocerse un poco. Yo, por ejemplo, tiendo a pensar que a partir del lunes
que viene —siempre el que viene— voy a ser más alta, más guapa,
más comedida y, sobre todo, voy a tener menos hambre. Siento
tener que ser yo la que lo diga, pero, previsiblemente, el lunes vas
a tener la misma hambre, vas a estar igual de enganchada a los

Jun

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

T_invierteenti(1-0k).indd 26
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Apps y
suscripciones

Ene

Jul

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

-78,00 €

Educación

-350,00 €

-525,00 €

-200,00 €

-298,00 €

-98,00 €
-98,00 €

-98,00 €

-98,00 €
-100,00 €

-198,00 €

Ago

-20,00 €

-78,00 €

-98,00 €

Sep

-300,00 €

-98,00 €

-398,00 €

Oct

-20,00 €

-98,00 €

-118,00 €

Nov
Dic
Total

2/12/20 10:44

-77,00 €

Viajes y
excursiones

T_invierteenti(1-0k).indd 27

-20,00 €

-118,00 €

-98,00 €

-20,00 €
-520,00 €

-118,00 €

-98,00 €
-77,00 €

-1.016,00 €

-650,00 €

-2.263,00 €

2/12/20 10:44
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HEAL YOUR LIFE		
FROM WITHIN
A manual that changes everything.
Everything that happens outside is a reflection of what
happens to us inside.
Heal Your Life from Within is a manual to learn how
to resolve the conflicts that we experience in our lives,
becoming aware that everything starts from within
us, from our way of thinking and interpreting what
happens to us.
We live disconnected from ourselves or overwhelmed
by our negative emotions, trapped and indecisive in a
vicious circle of fear and anguish that we don’t know
how to stop.
What we think is never what we should be thinking....

Diana | 336 Pages | February 2021

Planeta | 256 Pages | March 2021

What we feel is never what we should feel....

MINDFULNESS

THE INNER PASSENGER

What we do is never what we should do...

Mindfulness or the art of being present.

Towards a new paradigm of life and health.

What happens to us is not what ought to happen....

According to the statistics, on average we spend only
about eleven minutes concentrating on an activity before
something or someone interrupts us. Our body would
continue, but our attention strays. Consequently, all
that attention wasted on distractions is a great source
of discomfort, of feeling overwhelmed, of being late for
everything, of not having time for anything, even of
anxiety.

We know we are much more than a physical body, but
our own constitution remains a mystery. Focusing on
this question, Dr. Nogués’ research opens a new path that
integrates the knowledge of science and medicine with
the “Perennial Wisdom” of certain writings and millenary
spiritual traditions. This book leads us to a holistic vision
of the human being as physical body, mental body and
emotional body, and gives us the tools to harmonize these
bodies with that which defines us and which some people
also call soul: our inner passenger.

In this revised and updated edition, Dr. Andrés Martín
Asuero, an expert in mindfulness, offers effective solutions
in three fundamental areas: personal well-being (more
health, less stress), quality of relationships (more empathy,
less aggressiveness) and work efficiency (more attention,
fewer errors). Putting his teachings into practice will help
us bring harmony to our daily lives in order to achieve
vital balance.

What is, is not as it should be....

This book offers us the necessary tools to
break those thought patterns that keep us
trapped in negativity and despondency and
thus achieve the balance and serenity that
allows us to live fully.

Zenith | 256 Pages | May 2021

A very original work that proposes a paradigm shift both
in the way we look at reality and the way we contemplate
health.

An initiation into the art of living life to the fullest,
fighting distractions, focusing on goals and enhancing
personal growth.

Inma Nogués has been a family doctor in a Social Security outpatient
clinic for twenty-five years. She is also president of Merrylife, a
non-profit organization that has worked for twenty years in favor
of the expansion of consciousness, helping people to have a better
understanding of their constitution in order to lead a fuller life in every
way.

Andrés Martín Asuero is a biologist, MBA and PhD in Psychology
from the UAB. After working as a manager, he reinvented himself
as a Mindfulness instructor, introducing the MBSR stress reduction
program in Spain in 2004, which he continues to teach through his
institute EsMindfulness.
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Alicia Sánchez defines herself as an inquisitive, self-taught
woman. Her eagerness to understand the world around her and
her constant inner search have led her on a fascinating path of
self-knowledge and personal growth, which she has placed at
the service of others. A specialist in creative visualization, she
tries to transmit the simple point of view that has been changing
her life in courses and conferences that attract a growing public.
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MUSIC

THE BIOLOGY OF THE
PRESENT

HALLELUJAH

An invitation to stop surviving and start living.

Throughout the history of rock music, spirituality and the

Mysticism and Religions in Rock.
great religions of humanity have influenced numerous

There are two ways of living. From the biology of

musicians. Among them, four extraordinary artists stand

survival, when we reject what happens to us and refuse

out who form the pillars of this book and whose music

to live certain experiences. Or from the biology of the

represent the four great religions: Hinduism -reflected

present, when we welcome everything life brings to us

in the work of George Harrison-; Christianity-Judaism

and approach our true nature as human beings.

-which forms the substratum of numerous songs by Bob

Can you imagine an existence far from suffering and

Dylan-; Islam -represented by Cat Stevens, also known

fear, that would accept all the situations life presents,

as Yusuf Islam after his conversion to this religion-; and

even the most difficult ones, with curiosity and

Zen Buddhism -whose influence is fundamental in the

openness? Sergi Torres and David del Rosario invite

music of Leonard Cohen-.

us to stop surviving and start living, showing us that

Likewise, the influence of religions and mysticism

honesty in observing our thoughts and our organism is

is prominent in the work of other great artists such

the key to enjoying the pleasure of living freely.

as Patti Smith, Nick Cave, Sinéad O’Connor, Van
Morrison, Suzanne Vega, Johnny Cash and Nico, who

A mind opener. The double scientific and
spiritual perspective, in the manner of Eckhart
Tolle or Bruce Lipton, invites us to honestly
observe our mind and to question all that
we have taken for granted regarding human
experience.

Diana | 208 Pages | March 2020

Learn to activate the "presence mode" and
experience the pleasure of living.

are also analyzed in detail in this work.

An analysis of how religions have penetrated
the thought and music of some of the
most important rock poets and how they
transformed their work.

Libros Cúpula | 432 Pages | February 2021

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Portal Books (Russia).

Sergi Torres is one of the most recognized voices of new
consciousness and spirituality. A lecturer and writer, he gives
talks and workshops in which he invites us to go beyond our
beliefs and rediscover the true nature of human beings.

Bob Dylan celebrando el Bar Mitzavh de su hijo Jesse en el Muro de las Lamentaciones de Jerusalén,
20 de septiembre de 1983. Foto de Zavi Cohen/ AP Photo / GTRES.

Alberto Manzano is a great rock music historian and a
renowned music journalist who has published for El País,
El Mundo, La Vanguardia, ABC, El Periódico de Catalunya,
Rockdelux and Ajoblanco. Beginning in 1980, he has translated
the great rock poets in more than one hundred published books.
He is the author of biographical essays on Bob Dylan, Lou Reed,
Neil Young, Jackson Browne, Kevin Ayers and Leonard Cohen.

David del Rosario is a neuroscience researcher and popular
science writer. He shares his research into the human mind and
brain at international conferences with the purpose of bringing
science into people’s everyday lives and helping those who
want to transform their way of seeing and understanding the
everyday world.

Pliego de fotos ALELUYA_FIN.indd 1
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Dylan durante el concierto de homenaje a The Band, The Last Waltz, celebrado
en Winterland (California), 25 de noviembre de 1976. Foto de Ed Perlstein/Redferns/Getty Images.

Pintura-cera sobre madera por Lluis Jové Teixidó (1948-1991), inspirada en la portada del
disco Blonde On Blonde, cedida por Tonet Rufié y Hermínia Sirvent.
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MUSIC

PARENTING

MUSICALS

TALK TO THEM ABOUT
SOCIAL NETWORKS

Top 50 Broadway shows.

The Internet and the digital screens have burst into

This book presents a vibrant journey through the
most important musicals in history. We find here the
revolutionaries, who laid the foundations of the genre
or changed its course thanks to their innovations (West
Side Story, Cabaret); the classics, which forged the
golden age of Broadway (My Fair Lady, The Sound of
Music); the blockbusters, which continue to enjoy the
public’s favor decades after their premiere (Cats, The
Phantom of the Opera, The Lion King); the originals,
fruit of the exceptional creativity of unique artists
(Jesus Christ Superstar); and the pure spectacle, which
entertain audiences royally, without skimping on means
(Grease, Billy Elliot). Intoxicated by the magic of these
pages, the reader cannot help but hum and dance to the
most memorable musical numbers.

Lunwerg | 224 Pages | May 2021

TE GUSTARÁ SI… piensas que la vida es un cabaré y siempre has soñado con estar en un lugar así
(pero nunca se lo dirías a tu madre). Para cosmopolitas que dominan dos (y hasta tres) lenguas. Para fanáticos
de Brecht, Weill y Dietrich. Y para quienes disfrutan con musicales que les hagan pensar.
PARA DISFRUTAR EN CASA
Con más de treinta grabaciones distintas de la música de ‘Cabaret’, la selección no es nada sencilla. Es difícil
sustraerse a la fuerza de Liza Minnelli en la banda sonora de la película de 1972 (CD, Hip-O) o ignorar las
interpretaciones del elenco del revival de Broadway de 1998, con Alan Cumming y Natasha Richardson a
la cabeza. (CD, RCA Victor/Masterworks Broadway). Pero si hubiera que elegir solo una versión, el buen
aficionado no debería obviar el disco de la producción original de 1966, que incluye las voces de Joel Grey y
Lotte Lenya. (CD, Sony Music/Masterworks Broadway). Historia pura del teatro musical.

transformar la obra en un musical que aportara algo innovador a la escena de Broadway. Y
lo consiguió con creces. Cabaret es uno de los
primeros musicales ‘conceptuales’, en los que la
trama pasa a un segundo plano en favor de un
tema o mensaje que unifica la obra. Es algo que
se percibe de manera clara en los números que
se interpretan en el Kit Kat Club, convertido en
una especie de limbo desde donde se reflexiona
sobre lo que les ocurre a los personajes en el exterior. (Company, de Stephen Sondheim, es considerado el musical conceptual por excelencia).
Con esa premisa en mente, el compositor
John Kander y el letrista Fred Ebb, escribieron
dos partituras en paralelo. Por una parte, están
las canciones que hacen avanzar las relaciones
entre los protagonistas (‘So What?’, ‘Perfectly
Marvelous’ o ‘Married’, entre ellas); por otra, las
que forman parte del espectáculo que se representa sobre el escenario del cabaré. Y aquí es
donde encontramos lo mejor de la música de Cabaret, gracias a temas ya clásicos como ‘Willkommen’, ‘Don’t Tell Mama’, ‘Two Ladies’, ‘If You Could
See Her’, ‘The Money Song’ o ‘Cabaret’. Los autores de la obra quisieron recrear durante estos
números la atmósfera que se respiraba en los
cabarés berlineses durante la República de Weimar, y que el cine nos había ya mostrado en películas como El ángel azul, con Marlene Dietrich.
De hecho, para el papel de Fraülein Schneider

The 50 shows you can't miss!

contrataron a Lotte Lenya, viuda del compositor
Kurt Weill y auténtico símbolo viviente de aquella época en Alemania. Lenya había participado
en 1928 en La ópera de tres peniques, obra cumbre de Brecht y Weill. Su vuelta a los escenarios
cuarenta años después, en una obra que homenajeaba el Berlín de entonces, suponía cerrar el
círculo y fue un magistral acierto de ‘casting’ que
dio un barniz de autenticidad al musical.
El reparto original también incluía a Bert
Convy como Cliff y a Jack Gilford como Herr
Schultz. Para el papel de Sally, Kander y Ebb
pensaron en su amiga Liza Minnelli pero Harold
Prince consideró que Minnelli cantaba demasiado bien como para ser creíble como la intérprete
de cuarta fila que es Sally Bowles. Además, quería a una actriz británica, y optó por Jill Haworth.
La prensa neoyorquina consideró que era una
mala elección y así lo hicieron notar en sus críticas la noche del estreno. Todo lo contrario le
ocurrió a Joel Grey, alabado unánimemente por
su interpretación del Maestro de Ceremonias,
uno de los personajes más carismáticos de toda
la historia de Broadway. Grey se convirtió en una
estrella de la noche a la mañana y su carrera quedaría para siempre unida al Emcee.
La obra consagró también a los prolíficos
Kander y Ebb, que lograrían estrenar un total
de catorce musicales en Broadway (Zorba, Chicago, Woman of the Year, The Rink, El beso de la

mujer araña o Steel Pier, entre ellos), y cimentó
el prestigio de Harold Prince como innovador
del teatro musical desde su doble faceta de
productor/director. Su carrera abarcó casi setenta años y más de cincuenta producciones. En
2017, dos años antes de su muerte, se despidió
de los escenarios con Prince of Broadway, una
antología que repasaba lo mejor de su obra.
El éxito de Cabaret, que estuvo casi tres
años en cartel, despertó el interés de Bob Fosse
por llevarlo a la gran pantalla. Joel Grey retomó
su papel y Liza Minnelli tuvo por fin su oportunidad como Sally. Fosse introdujo varios cambios,
como hacer bisexual al personaje de Cliff (ahora llamado Brian), sustituir la relación Schneider-Schultz por otra pareja mucho más joven,
y, sobre todo, limitar los números musicales a
las escenas del Kit Kat Club. Kander y Ebb compusieron nuevas canciones, como ‘Maybe This
Time’, ‘Money, Money’ y ‘Mein Herr’, que a partir de entonces se incorporarían también a las
versiones teatrales. El rodaje estuvo marcado
por múltiples tensiones, pero el resultado es
uno de los musicales más valorados de la historia del cine, gracias al personalísimo sello que
le imprimió Fosse. La cinta fue recompensada
con ocho premios Oscar en 1973, entre ellos
los de Fosse, Minnelli y Grey, aunque El Padrino
le arrebató la corona como Mejor Película.
Sin perder un ápice de popularidad, Cabaret ha ido evolucionando con los años. En 1993,
Sam Mendes dirigió en Londres una versión

descarnada y explícita, que hacía hincapié en los
horrores de la Alemania nazi. Valga como ejemplo la última escena, en la que el Emcee aparecía
con el uniforme de prisionero de un campo de
concentración, sentenciado a la cámara de gas
por su doble condición de judío y homosexual.
Esa imagen final del actor Alan Cumming ponía
los pelos de punta a cualquiera. Frente a la jovialidad de Joel Grey, el suyo fue un Maestro
de Ceremonias provocador y desinhibido, que
explotaba su sexualidad sin complejos. Otro de
los grandes aciertos del montaje fue reconvertir el patio de butacas del teatro en un auténtico
cabaré, con lámparas rojas en unas mesitas en
las que tomar una copa antes de la obra y durante el entreacto. Toda una experiencia inmersiva
para el espectador, a quien se hacía partícipe
del ambiente del Kit Kat Club en un mismo espacio compartido con los actores.
Cuando en 1998 esta versión llegó a
Broadway, al mítico Studio 54, los críticos se
rindieron sin excepción. El revival logró cuatro
premios Tony y pronto su éxito se extendió por
todo el mundo, con producciones en Australia,
México o Francia. También en España, donde
pudo verse entre 2003 y 2006 en el teatro
Nuevo Alcalá de Madrid, con Natalia Millán,
Asier Etxeandía y Manuel Bandera como cabezas de cartel. Fue la producción más ambiciosa
de este musical en nuestro país, pero no la única: durante los Juegos de Barcelona’92, Jerôme
Savary llevó Cabaret al teatro Novedades de la

our life and our places, causing concern and some
conflicts. The lack of awareness on this subject is
huge and is urgent to deal with it. Cyberbullying,
sexting, grooming… are some of the network threats
to the young people. This book is a tool for the
parents and their child to learn how to use the new
technologies safely.

Lunwerg | 224 Pages | January 2021

CAPÍTULO 1

¡QUÉ HORROR! UN ADOLESCENTE
(Y CON LAS HORMONAS EN EBULLICIÓN)
¿Cuántas veces hemos escuchado
los siguientes comentarios?
«Un hijo adolescente solo te da disgustos.»
«Mi hija, con doce años, tiene las hormonas
disparadas.»

An entertaining and rigorous book to encourage
a responsible use of new technologies.

«Ya verás cuando te empiece a llevar la
contraria en todo. ¡Qué horror! Yo con mi hijo
me paso la vida discutiendo.»
«Mi hija se me va de las manos. Parece como
si estuviera endemoniada. Se pasa el día
malhumorada y menudo carácter se le está
poniendo.»
«Creen que lo saben todo. No hay manera de
hacerlos entrar en razón. Ni te escuchan.»

Atrévete a ver la adolescencia desde
tu perspectiva personal. ¡Que no te lo
cuenten otros!

DICCIONARIO DE BROADWAY
SHOWSTOPPER: La propia palabra lo dice: un showstopper es un número musical que pone en pie a la
audiencia y obliga a ‘detener el show’ ante la entusiasta respuesta del público. El desencadenante puede ser
un costoso número de producción en el que se vuelca toda la compañía, o bien un ‘tour de force’ a cargo de la
estrella principal del musical. Cabaret incluye dos claros ejemplos de ambos tipos: ‘Willkommen’ al principio
y ‘Cabaret’ casi al final. Otros célebres showstopper son ‘Rose’s Turn’ de Gypsy, ‘If I Were a Rich Man’ de
El violinista sobre el tejado, ‘I Am What I Am’ de La Cage Aux Folles, ‘Memory’ de Cats, o ‘The American
Dream’ de Miss Saigon.
12
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CABARET

CAPÍTULO 4

- 1966 -

¿PUEDO DEJARLE LA TABLETA
CON TRANQUILIDAD?

“Life is a cabaret, old chum, come to the cabaret...”
“La vida es un cabaret sin más, vamos al cabaret...”
(F. Ebb / G. Demaría) ‘CABARET’, ACTO II

Willkommen, bienvenu, welcome… Bienvenidos
al Kit Kat Club, un lugar especial donde olvidar
los problemas y entrar en calor. Fuera hace frío,
dice nuestro anfitrión, el Maestro de Ceremonias. Y en el Berlín de finales de los años veinte,
ese ‘frío’ en las calles supone mucho más que
temperaturas heladoras. Frente a la amenaza
creciente de un nazismo en auge, el cabaré ofrece un refugio donde disfrutar de la vida en un entorno en el que todo (o casi todo) está permitido.
Así arranca Cabaret, que toma como base
dos novelas de Cristopher Isherwood ambientadas en esa Alemania de entreguerras. Se publicaron de manera conjunta en 1945 con el título The
Berlin Stories, y en 1951 dieron lugar a la obra
de teatro I Am a Camera, de John Van Druten.
El libreto del musical, obra de Joe Masteroff, introdujo algunas variaciones, pero en esencia el

Luis Poyo (Pamplona, 1977) has a degree in Audiovisual
Communication. He started his professional career in RTVE
in 2000 and began a news presenter of Canal 24 Horas. Since
2007 he has been working as editor at TVE’s Informative
Services. In September 2018, he assumed the direction of the
second edition of Telediario de la 1.

argumento es el mismo. Se centra en la relación
entre el escritor estadounidense Clifford Bradshaw, de visita en Berlín, y la cantante británica
Sally Bowles, que trabaja en el ya mencionado
Kit Kat Club. Sus actuaciones allí, al igual que el
resto de los números del cabaré, los introduce el
Emcee (M. C., Maestro de Ceremonias). Cabaret incorpora, además, una trama secundaria: el
romance tardío entre Fraülein Schneider y Herr
Schultz. Ella es la propietaria de la pensión en la
que se alojan Sally y Clifford, y él, un frutero…
judío. Llegan incluso a poner fecha a su boda,
pero todo se va al traste cuando un miembro del
partido nazi, Herr Ludwig, presiona seriamente
a Fraülein Schneider para que reconsidere su
matrimonio con un judío.
El productor y director Harold Prince se hizo
con los derechos de I Am a Camera, decidido a

La tableta, el smartphone o el ordenador: ningún dispositivo electrónico está exento de riesgos. No permitas que usen su primera tableta o móvil sin antes haber
dedicado el tiempo necesario a explicarles en qué consisten y a acordar unas
normas de uso. ¿Recuerdas cuando tu hijo aprendió a montar en bici? No lo hizo
súbitamente, sino que necesitó un tiempo. Seguro que tampoco esperaste a que
aprendiera por sí solo. Primero le explicaste lo que tenía que hacer —mirar al frente, darle a los pedales sin parar, apretar los frenos ante un inminente choque— y al
principio le pusiste ruedines. Además, no le separaste la mano del sillín, no fuera
a caerse y hacerse daño, ni mucho menos fuiste capaz de mirar para otro lado.
Caminabas junto a él. Pues bien, de la misma manera, aprender a manejar los
dispositivos electrónicos requiere de una adecuada ayuda por tu parte, de tu supervisión y tu acompañamiento.

4.1 TUS PRIMERAS PREGUNTAS

FICHA
Título original: Cabaret
Lugar y tiempo: Berlín
(Alemania), 1929-30.
Basado en: The Berlin
Stories, recopilación de
relatos de Christopher
Isherwood (1945); I Am
a Camera, obra teatral de
John Van Druten (1951).
Estreno Nueva York:
20 de noviembre de 1966
– Teatro Broadhurst.
Estreno Londres: 28 de
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Cuando tu hijo se hace mayor, su consumo se vuelve cada vez más digital. Primero
febrero de 1968, Teatro
Palace.
Personajes principales:
Emcee (Master of
Ceremonies), Sally
Bowles, Clifford
Bradshaw, Fraulein
Schneider, Herr Schultz,
Ernst Ludwig, Fraulein
Kost, the Kit Kat Girls.
Canciones destacadas:
Willkommen - So What?
- Don’t Tell Mama -

Mein Herr - Perfectly
Marvelous - Two Ladies
- It Couldn’t Please
Me More - Tomorrow
Belongs to Me - Maybe
This Time – Money –
Married - If You Could
See Her - What Would
You Do? - I Don’t Care
Much - Cabaret.
Música: John Kander
Letras: Fred Ebb
Libreto: Joe Masteroff

Dirección: Harold Prince
Coreografía: Ronald Field
Representaciones en
Broadway: 1.165 (1966
-1969)
Revivals en Broadway: 3
(1987, 1998, 2014)
Premios Tony: 8 (1967),
4 (1998)
Película: Bob Fosse,
1972

Alicia Banderas is graduated in Psychology. She has been
awarded with the First Journalism Prize of the Official
College of Psychologists of Madrid for her contribution to the
dissemination of psychology through the media.

debes hacerte algunas preguntas. ¿Qué uso va a hacer mi hijo de los dispositivos
electrónicos? ¿Los querrá para disfrutar de los dibujos animados, ver series, escuchar su música favorita? ¿Me pedirá que lo deje jugar con videojuegos? ¿Querrá
navegar por internet? ¿Deseará abrir una cuenta en una red social?
¿Le dejamos la tableta? Depende de la edad, de los contenidos que se seleccionen y del cumplimiento de los pactos sobre cómo utilizarla y el tiempo de uso.
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TALK TO THEM ABOUT
SEXUALITY

THE BIG BOOK OF MY
PEDIATRICIAN

Against the risks and challenges of an increasingly
complex present, sex education for new generations is

The most complete and up-to-date guide to the
health of your child from birth to adolescence.

a concern shared by both parents and their children.

The Big Book Of My Pediatrician will accompany mothers

This book is a new tool to address these issues at home

and fathers on the journey of their lives. With stores

or among equals, with a view to breaking stereotypes

of information about the health and wellbeing of your

and achieve a healthy sexual and affective life.

child from babyhood to adolescence, this easy-tounderstand and pleasant book is destined to become a
reference work.
Here you will find everything you need to understand
the most common illnesses and the answers to all the
questions that plague mothers and fathers every single
day. Is it normal for my baby to cry? What are the most
common reasons for going to the doctor? How do I answer
my teenager’s questions about sex? These and many more
questions are responded to here in the unmistakable
friendly tone of one of the best pediatric advisors in Spain.

Lunwerg | 208 Pages | September 2019

Espero que hayas escrito muchos motivos para conocer bien tus genitales. Yo
resumo todos los motivos en tres categorías:
1. Conocer esa zona del cuerpo como una parte más y con toda naturalidad. ¿Te

Doctor Lucía Galán is back with The Big Book
Of My Pediatrician, the most complete guide for
mothers and fathers to their children’s health.

has fijado en que no tratamos igual los genitales que los brazos? Sin embargo,
todos forman parte de nuestro cuerpo. Tenemos que normalizar y naturalizar
también la zona genital.
2. Descubrir las sensaciones que tienes cuando te tocas el pene, los testículos, la
vulva… Si te conoces bien, te resultará más fácil sentir placer y conectar contigo.
3. Vivir tu sexualidad con mucha más naturalidad a nivel individual y también

Planeta | 688 Pages | June 2020

cuando deseas compartir tu sexualidad con otra persona.

A new collection that addresses the point
of view of parents and children on the most
current parenting issues.

4.3. AUTOCONOCIMIENTO ERÓTICO: LA MASTURBACIÓN
Como comentaba anteriormente, siempre digo lo mismo: la masturbación no es
obligatoria, pero sí altamente recomendable. Tal vez para algunos esta afirmación
sea escandalosa, pero estoy convencida de que es verdad y por muchos motivos,
el más claro de los cuales es que las personas que se masturban con normalidad
gozan más, sin ninguna duda, de su sexualidad individual y compartida.
Te propongo que recuerdes lo que te han contado sobre la masturbación.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OVER 30.000 COPIES
SOLD IN SPAIN

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Es posible que, si eres chico, hayas visto desde muy pequeño las erecciones de tu
pene, lo hayas tocado y hayas comprobado que eso te producía placer. Algún día
alguien te habrá hablado de las pajas, lo probaste, te encantó y desde entonces te
has masturbado con regularidad.
Si eres chica, es posible que no te hayan hablado mucho sobre tus genitales ni
sobre la masturbación. Quizás recuerdes algún día, de pequeña, en el que te hayas
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8.5. AGRESIONES SEXUALES Y VIOLENCIA DE GÉNERO

Quizás te preguntes qué puedes hacer si te sucede algo así. Lo más importante
es buscar respaldo. Explícaselo a tu familia o a otras personas adultas de confianza.

Ya has visto las cifras: son bestiales. Por el mero hecho de ser mujer, se corre un

Aunque te sientas mal o te cueste decirlo, compartir la angustia y el dolor puede

riesgo elevado de sufrir una situación de privación de la libertad sexual. Por el mero

ser útil. De este modo, quienes te rodean y te quieren te ayudarán, mostrándote su

hecho de ser hombre, se recibe una educación que no condena todas las situacio-

apoyo. Quizás no sepan cómo reaccionar, pero querrán estar a tu lado si no estás

nes que privan a una mujer de su libertad sexual.

bien porque te ha sucedido algo así.

De buenas a primeras, no podemos impedir una agresión sexual. Cuando al-

Muchos casos de violencia de género se producen en la relación de pareja y,

guien quiere agredirnos, lo hace. Puede ser una agresión puntual o continuada

cuando la persona que te agrede es un conocido o incluso tu propia pareja, puede

en el tiempo, pero, como la responsabilidad de evitar que suceda no recae en la

costar más pedir ayuda. Aun así, es importante hacerlo. Sentir que alguien está a

víctima, sino en el agresor, cuando alguien la comete, muchas veces no podemos

tu lado en un momento así es fundamental.

detenerlo ni preverlo, aunque sí que podemos buscar ayuda y apoyo. Por eso,

Cuando una mujer es maltratada por su pareja, por un conocido o por un desconocido, se siente muy mal. El maltrato psicológico, físico y/o sexual repetido en

muchas mujeres están alzando la voz.

el tiempo empieza de manera sutil y la autoestima de la víctima queda tan dañada
que llega a creer que merece lo que le está sucediendo, de modo que ayudarla en
un momento así es de vital importancia.
Si es tu caso, pide ayuda. Si es el caso de alguien que tienes cerca, préstale
ayuda.

8.6. LA IMPORTANCIA DE LA AUTODEFENSA
Antes te he hablado de la autodefensa feminista.

¿Cómo te imaginas que es un taller de este tipo? .........................................
..............................................................................................................................................................

Elena Crespi is a psychologist and sexologist with a long and
recognized professional trajectory, as well as a collaborator in
numerous media outlets, both traditional and digital, where
she examines sex education from a non-normative, feminist
perspective.

..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
¿Qué crees que se hace? ......................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
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Lucía Galán Bertrand (Oviedo, 1978) is a pediatrician and
the mother of two children. She works at El Centro Creciendo
in Alicante, a private practice where she is cofounder and
director. She is an international volunteer and member of
the Advisory Council to Unicef. She has received numerous
prizes, including the 2015 Bitácoras Award for Best Health
and Scientific Innovation Blog for www.luciamipediatra.com
and the e-Health Awards #SaludSinBulos Prize for her struggle
against misinformation on the net.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Edizioni Sonda (Italy).
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EDUCATING WITHOUT
A GPS
A comprehensive vision of parenting for you
to enjoy the journey.
This is not just another book on how to raise your
children. This is not a list of lessons you have to study
to be a better parent. The first guideline in this book is
very simple: enjoy parenting. You are not perfect: you
are what your child needs.
Educating without a GPS believes in a comprehensive
and common sense vision of family relationships,
education, childhood and growth. When we have a bird’s
eye view of the complete map, we don’t need a voice in
our ear telling us every second “turn right” or “take the
third exit”. Throw the GPS out the window and enjoy the
road, because parenting is an exciting journey.
Ares González invites us to leave behind the idea that
we must try to do it all. It’s time to enjoy our children
and learn to combine their education with our own
life. The tools are there: we just need to know them.
Planeta | 336 Pages | April 2021

Destino | 336 Pages | June 2020

Paidós | 280 Pages | November 2018

LOVE ME... BUT I NEED YOU TO TELL
ME MORE

LOVE ME WHEN I LEAST DESERVE
IT... BECAUSE THAT'S WHEN I NEED IT
THE MOST

How to educate to give kisses and hugs, skipping drugs
and be a person in a digital world.

A guide for parents and teachers of teenagers written

The new book by Jaume Funes addresses three of the most
common educational questions among parents: the world
of sexuality - or how to educate when we must learn the
pleasure of loving and being loved and the world around
teenagers suggests different behaviors—; the world of
drug use - or how to educate when happiness has the
name of alcohol, marijuana is soon to be legal and new
ways of manipulating our inner world are emerging; and
digital reality - lives behind the screens or how to educate
to be and learn in today's society.

by one of the leading experts on the subject.
This book discusses our main educational doubts. It
can be read in any order and is organized in two ample
sections. The first section attempts to summarize
reflections and criteria to live actively and positively
with adolescents. The second is a practical application
of four of the primary concerns of adults: overprotection, the role of school, emotional balance and
understanding society.

LOVE IS THE FORCE THAT MOVES
EVERYTHING.
THE RAISING OF YOUR CHILDREN TOO.

OVER 20.000 COPIES
SOLD IN SPAIN

An apprenticeship for the happiness and wellbeing of your children and the whole family.

Ares González is a teacher and trainer. Currently, he also
gives very well-received conferences, courses and seminars on
education. For nine years he has been working at the Fundación
Hogar del Empleado and, since 2010, he has been directing the
educational website Alaya Difundiendo Infancia. He collaborates
regularly with several masters programs in Systemic Pedagogy
and also with the Espacio Vivo center.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Planeta Manuscrito (Portugal), Svetlo Publishing
(Russia).
Jaume Funes is a psychologist, educator and journalist. He has dedicated much of his life to listening, understanding and helping
adolescents. He has published several books and articles.
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PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY TO FACE
DISCOURAGEMENT
Critical thinking to build a solid personality.
The pressure to stand out in a society where “the hell
of sameness” is presented as a pit out of which we
are exhorted to extract ourselves. The self-imposed
need for check-lists as compulsory rituals to achieve
happiness. The “ideology of personality” which
manifests itself in the form of emotional bulimia,
where we accumulate and accumulate experiences to
Ariel | 288 Pages | April 2021

vomit them ipso facto on social networks. The painful

Ariel | 400 Pages | September 2019

gap, which widens by the minute, between the real

DON’T BLOCK THE SUN

PHILOSOPHY IN THE STREET

How to educate to give kisses and hugs, skipping drugs
and be a person in a digital world.

A book to bring philosophy into the street, think your
life, and live your thoughts.

Why is cynicism the target of so much anger? Because
the cynic committed the terrible sin of pointing the
finger at idealism and shouting, “The king is naked!”.
Ever since then, the greats of philosophy have ignored
them, misrepresented them or directly disqualified
them and thus their message has remained hidden. Plato
defended the existence of a model of eternal man, perfect
immaterial, and defined the human being as “an animal
with two feet and no feathers”. Diogenes laughed at this
theory and took a rooster, removed its feathers, threw it
on the floor of the elitist school and said to Plato: “Here is
your man”. The latter refused to debate with Diogenes and
always treated him as a madman. From that moment on,
the idealists followed the master’s views.

How do you get over a breakup? How do you face the
death of a loved one? How much do we have to buy to
be happy? Is saying “me too” the same as saying “I love
you”? When should we trust Wikipedia? Should a man be
a feminist? Is there any point to praying?
Philosophy began two thousand years ago when free
men met in the streets of Greek cities to think. This work
attempts to recover that method of doing philosophy
by creating a virtual agora. Each chapter will confront
a problem in contemporary life and will offer responses
relying on the thoughts of the great philosophers. Here
you won’t find one answer, but many, some alternative or
even contradictory: you will have to be the one to judge
which of them is most valid, mediating between Kant and
Bentham, Simone Weil and Plato…

This work seeks to update the cynical philosophy as
a lifeline to live with freedom, sanity and dignity in
a post-pandemic world that seems directionless and
adrift.

This book will transform the high school subject of
Philosophy into a course of Socratic lessons full of irony,
humor, and references to films. A book for everyone who
loves to think and to take part in the discussion.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Zhejiang Publishing (China).
Eduardo Infante studied Humanities and taught Philosophy at high school with very unconventional methods: explaining Aristotle
while walking through the park, encouraging cynicism in the high streets of Gijón and challenging his students on Twitter. Fifteen
generations bear his mark.
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self and the virtual self. The tension of demanding
full realization and productivity from free time, thus
blocking the possibility of enjoyment…
All these elements, if not analyzed under the logic of
critical thinking, will end up shaping a personality
doomed to experience chronic discouragement. And
in the face of this, few drugs are more effective than
philosophy.

Destino | 320 pages | January 2021

The new essay by José Carlos Ruiz dissects our
times with a surgical eye to show us the seams
of an increasingly complex world.

José Carlos Ruiz (Córdoba), professor at the Universidad de
Córdoba, received his degree in philosophy and a doctorate
in Contemporary Philosophy. He has specialized in critical
thinking and its application in different educational processes.
His research focuses on the philosophy of culture, the analysis
of hypermodern society and the approach of philosophy to the
everyday. He is the author of the bestselling El arte de pensar
(2018), De Platón a Batman: manual para educar con sabiduría
y valores (2017) and El arte de pensar para niños (2019), among
others. He collaborates as a philosophical advisor in the media,
and with Cadena SER he conducts the weekly section “Más
Platón y menos WhatsApp” (More Plato and less WhatsApp).

Philosophy as a tool to build our personality
in the face of the prevailing volatility of the
present age.
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THE DREAM OF TIME
An essay about the keys to aging and longevity.
The Dream of Time is rooted in the fact that, even if
physics and philosophy teach us that time’s flows are a
fantasy created by the human mind, time lives in us and
we live in time.

Espasa | 256 Pages | April 2021

In this book, we will reconstruct the long history of
time from its origins to the present and will explore
its impact on aging and longevity. In the first part,
we will progress through a description of attempts to
understand, order, measure, dominate, ignore, forget,
and kill time, and conclude with a discussion of illnesses
associated with the loss of the notion of time.

Paidós | 384 Pages | January 2020

MATHEMATICS TO UNDERSTAND THE
WORLD WE LIVE IN

SURPRISING ANSWERS TO EVERYDAY
QUESTIONS

How is the market value of soccer players calculated? What
does mathematics have to do with sports tactics? Or with
electoral voting systems? Gigantic numbers with special
properties keep our money safe and our messages secure
when we do something online. Indeed, a mathematical
infrastructure is present in the beating of a human heart, the
development of a pandemic, the growth of crystals, and all
kinds of music from Bach to Bacharach.

Strange things only science can explain.
Human beings have a strange urge to ask ourselves questions.
Lots of them. Every day. But sometimes, no matter how
much we try, and even if we don’t like to admit it, we can’t
find the answers, and even worse, we don’t know where to
look for them. Or have you really never asked why sparks fly
when you put something metal in the microwave?
But the real question is this: where are the answers? In
science—where else? The problem is that science sometimes
turns into something dark and unintelligible, and no matter
how much we google our questions, no one understands the
answers. Don’t worry—we have the solution. Jordi Pereyra
will resolve all our doubts in Surprising Answers to Everyday
Questions.beings kill?

Using accessible language, the authors show how
mathematics and algorithms are behind many of our daily
activities and the current functioning of the world, from
economics and finance to political systems, video games or
gambling. Contrary to their image as geniuses on the fringes
of reality, mathematicians have had a lot to do with making
the world we live in the way it is.

All this knowledge will open the door to the second
part, which will begin with a historical analysis of the
concept of aging and the definition of the molecular
and cellular keys responsible for this complex biological
process. Knowledge of these keys will offer us the
opportunity to analyze the possibilities at present for
controlling the apparently inexorable passage of time
to modulate aging and extend longevity.
Paidós | 320 Pages | October 2020

Finally, The Dream of Time will discuss whether human
beings are moving toward some kind of physical
immortality or whether we should abandon these
improbable and presumptuous dreams of immortality
and focus our priorities on other essential but still

OVER 10.000 COPIES
SOLD IN SPAIN

unresolved questions.

Have you ever asked yourself why we end up without Wifi
even though we’re not that far from the router? Or why ants
don’t get crushed when they fall down on the ground? Jordi
Pereyra presents us his most approachable and gritty book: a
compilation of twenty-five curiosities only science can explain.

Kronos will devour his children, each one of us,
our descendants, our civilization, our species, it
will devour the entire biosphere, the continents
and their oceans, the Sun and its planets, the
Milky Way, the universe, the multiverse ... Let’s
contemplate without fear the end of eternity.
Let’s start our own eternity in our lifetime, each
one of us in their own way. Kronos will always
win. Let’s accept it.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Portal Publishing (Russia).
Juan Medina has more than 200,000 followers on YouTube and
millions of visits to his website, lasmatematicas.es. Together with
Fernando Blasco, he is the author of Tu hijo puede ser un genio de las
mates (Temas de hoy, 2013).

Jordi Pereyra is graduated in Mechanical Engineering at the Polytechnic
University of Catalonia. In 2013, he started the blog Sofa Science with the
intention of developing an interest in science among people less familiar
with it, using humor and colloquial language, a formula that has made
him one of the most popular guides to science in Spanish.

David Darling is a science writer, astronomer and musician, author of
El sorprendente libro de las rarezas matemáticas (Paidós, 2019).
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Carlos López-Otín is a Professor of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology at the University of Oviedo, where, in
addition to his teaching, he researches cancer and aging. In his
working group, he has discovered more than sixty new human
genes and analyzed their function in tumoral progression and
other normal and pathological processes.
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LIFE IN FOUR LETTERS

REAL ECOLOGISM

Keys to understanding diversity, illness and
happiness.
Departing from an extremely difficult moment in

All the things you can do to conserve the planet
according to science and which ecologists will
never tell you.

the author’s life, this book begins with a fascinating

Climate change is an indisputable reality whose

question: is happiness written into our genes?

effects we are already noticing, and if we do not stop

Following this question over the course of fourteen

it, it will be catastrophic for humanity. The Earth
is our home and protecting it is synonymous with

chapters, López-Otín presents key moments in the
history of life on earth, explains how we’ve gotten to

taking care of ourselves.

where we are and why a series of adversities led to the

The choices we make have a direct impact on the

existence of disease as an eternal threat to happiness.

environment and by changing them we can minimize

In doing so, he guides us through the language of the

our environmental footprint. But what are the actions

human genome and accompanies us through such

that really protect the planet? Which diet is more

amazing discoveries as those of Watson and Crick,

respectful? Is it better to buy an electric car? Why is

who discovered how the origins of life were written

the electricity bill so expensive if sunlight and wind are

into DNA through a molecular code of four simple

free?...?

letters that designate four chemical components: A

In this book, J. M. Mulet answers these and many more

for adenine, C for cytosine, G for guanine, and T for

questions from a scientific perspective and refutes

thymine.

many of the hoaxes about caring for the environment.

Finally, the author proposes his imperfect genomic

Paidós | 240 pages | April 2019
English sample available

formula for happiness, and reveals how beyond the

Being a true environmentalist and not just a poser is
Destino | 384 Pages | March 2021

easier than we think with the help of science. Welcome

messages written into our genes, there are other

to real environmentalism.

dynamic and fascinating biological languages that

OVER 30.000 COPIES

depend on our interaction with the environment and

SOLD IN SPAIN

teach us unexpected lessons.

Carlos López-Otín presents a major work of
popular science devoted to explaining the
secrets of the origins of life, the human genome,
and humanity’s tireless struggle to overcome
disease and achieve happiness on earth.
Carlos López-Otín is a Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology at the University of Oviedo, where, in addition to his
teaching, he researches cancer and aging. In his working group,
he has discovered more than sixty new human genes and
analyzed their function in tumoral progression and other normal
and pathological processes.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Ediciones Trabe (Asturias), Portal Publishing
(Russia).
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If you really want to take care of the planet, this
book is worth more than a thousand banners.
J. M. Mulet, author of the bestselling Eating
without fear, teaches us how to practice real
environmentalism.

J. M. Mulet (Dénia, 1973) has a degree in Chemistry and a
doctorate in biochemistry and molecular biology from the
University of Valencia. Professor of biotechnology at the
Polytechnic University of Valencia, he directs a research group
at the Institute of Molecular and Cellular Plant Biology working
to develop plants tolerant of drought or cold weather. He also
directs a Master’s program in Molecular and Cellular Plant
Biotechnology. In his role as a popular science writer, he has
published the books Eating Without Fear, winner of the 2014
Prismas Prize for best science book published in Spanish and
Medicine Without Deception.
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GODS WITH FEET OF CLAY

RESET YOUR MIND

The human challenge to the laws of nature...
and its consequences.

Discover what you are capable of.
All of us face challenges, which we can turn into
extraordinary opportunities for learning and personal
growth if we meet them in a calm, enthusiastic and
confident way. We can all be the sculptors of our brain!

During prehistoric times we lived in harmony with the
wild fauna and flora, and continued to do so until the

In Reset Your Mind, Dr. Mario Alonso Puig reveals to us
surprising and little known aspects of the fascinating relationship
between the brain and the mind. If we want to increase our
self-esteem and enhance abilities such as intelligence, memory,
intuition, creativity, leadership and entrepreneurship, we need
to know how to awaken our vast dormant potential.

Industrial Revolution and globalization. The myth of
the chosen species then triumphed, and we ridiculed
evolutionists. We believed that human beings and
our decisions were above the whims of nature; but, in
reality, we were defying nature and the consequences

In these pages, the prestigious author explains the paths
used by the brain and mind to create the reality in which
we live. If we wish to enjoy a higher level of well-being,
prosperity and happiness, we need to know how to
influence those processes that have a decisive impact on
the way we perceive, think, feel and act.

have now materialized: from the environmental crisis
to the awakening of virulent microscopic entities.
Natural selection is still present, both within and
without Homo sapiens. In Africa, a Hadzabe tells
the author: “We are animals”. We are just another

I chose to follow the path of medicine half a
century ago, and since then I have searched for
ways to reduce human suffering. Today we suffer
from pandemics, severe climate change, rivalry
between nations, political and social clashes,
and we believe that these are things that come
from outside of us and over which we have no
control. What if this were not so? What if we did
not see the world as it is, but the world that we
are, the world that we project? If we decide to be
the change we want to see in the world, we must
discover what transformation needs to happen,
both individually and collectively. To achieve
this, we can develop the interest, curiosity and
audacity to direct our gaze towards that inner
self that will reveal the truth about ourselves.

species, and only science allows us to understand the
humanity’s place on a planet where biological evolution
is unstoppable. The scepter of change is not in the
hands of gods with feet of clay, but in the rebellious
and free domains of nature.

Crítica | 240 Pages | November 2020

Archaeologist, naturalist and explorer, Jordi
Serrallonga describes how his adventures
are related to an understanding of climate
change and the arrival of new pandemics in
the 21st century.

The COVID pandemic has made clear the
fragility of human beings, the species believed
to be at the top of the evolutionary ladder.

Jordi Serrallonga is an archaeologist, naturalist and explorer.
Collaborating Professor of Prehistory, Anthropology and Human
Evolution. Recipient of the Research Award of the Sociedad
Geográfica Española, he alternates university teaching with field
work among fossils and animals from the jungles, savannahs,
deserts and mountains of Africa, America, Oceania and Asia.
Some of his books popularizing science are Los Guardianes del
Lago (2001), Regreso a Galápagos (2010) and África en 10 Palabras
(2011); but he also writes and participates in several media,
while producing scripts and acting as an advisor for television
documentary series.
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Espasa | 224 Pages | March 2021

The book you need to discover your potential and
eliminate whatever detracts from you.

I know that the journey I am encouraging you
to follow is not an easy one, which is why the
question I would invite you to ask yourself before
embarking on this journey of self-discovery and
reinvention is not how much it will cost you, but
how far it can take you.

Mario Alonso Puig is a is a doctor specializing in general
surgery and the digestive system. He has studied at Harvard, at
the IMD in Lausanne, and at the Tavistock Institute in London.
He has devoted a large part of his life to studying how to make
human potential flourish, especially in moments of difficulty,
uncertainty, and chance. In 2011 he was nominated member of
the Leadership Council of the World Economic Forum at Davos.

It is my hope that it will take you to where you
can and deserve to be, a world of abundance
and happiness.
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ALONE
Discover the pleasure to be with yourself.
Wanted, unwanted, looked for, provoked, unnoticed—
solitude can adopt many forms and many colors, but most
of the time, it is a situation that scares us, one that we
run from and try to avoid at all costs. In today’s world,
after a certain age, it seems being alone is understood as a
failure: being single, divorced, separated is something you
have to flee at any cost. And yet, knowing how to be alone
is a sign of maturity, of autonomy, of personal wealth.

OVER
20.000

OVER

COPIES SOLD

20.000
COPIES SOLD

OVER 40.000 COPIES
SOLD IN SPAIN

Zenith | 224 Pages | February 2015

Zenith | 200 Pages | February 2015

WHEN LOVING TOO MUCH IS
DEPENDING TOO MUCH

THE SELF-ESTEEM BOOSTING BOOK
Believe in yourself and reach your goals.

Learn how to overcome emotional dependence.

If we analyze most of the psychological problems that cause
insecurity, stress and even depression, we will find that they
are based on a lack of self-esteem. Having good self-esteem is
not about believing that we are better than others or that we
are more confident in defending our positions or interests, but
it is based on believing that we have the necessary skills and
resources to be able to successfully face the challenges that life
presents us with.

Are you trapped in a relationship in which you’re not happy?
Do you feel that you’ve lost control of your life and that you’re
conditioned by your partner?
We know that there are never any guarantees in a relationship,
but some people get hooked, generate toxic bonds with the
other and, without realizing it, begin to lose control of their
own lives. Those who suffer from emotional dependence have
an erroneous concept of love and believe that it is always linked
to suffering. As a result, they cease to be who they were, their
vitality is extinguished, their illusions disappear and their whole
life revolves around the other person. That person with whom
they are not even happy.

Zenith | 296 Pages | October 2019

Learning to be alone can be the greatest
adventure of your life and a fascinating journey
that will connect you with the world and with
yourself.

This book proposes a simple and efficient method to improve
our self-esteem, learn to be assertive and develop our full
potential. With clear explanations, multiple tips and countless
testimonials, the author shows how to live a fuller and more
fulfilled life.

Silvia Congost, psychologist specialized in the treatment of
emotional dependence, offers you a manual that will help
you become aware of the situation you are in and, in a clear
and amenable way, will guide you to find your inner strength,
the only strength that will allow you to free yourself from
your situation of dependence and start moving towards your
true purposes.

The definitive guide to learn to believe in yourself and
be able to achieve all the challenges you set yourself.

A simple and effective guide to overcome emotional
dependence.

Silvia Congost is a psychologist specializing in selfesteem and
emotional dependency. She now works as a psychologist and
leads self-esteem and personal growth groups. Her success
derives from her ability to provoke the changes a person
needs in less than ten sessions. All of her clients attest to her
effectiveness, as do numerous testimonials.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Znak (Poland).

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Znak (Poland), Portal Publishing (Russia).
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Silvia Congost is a psychologist specializing in selfesteem and emotional dependency. She now works as a psychologist and leads
self-esteem and personal growth groups. Her success derives from her ability to provoke the changes a person needs in less than ten
sessions. All of her clients attest to her effectiveness, as do numerous testimonials.
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SCARS DON’T HURT

IT’S NOT ME

How to heal our wounds and undo emotional
knots.

Understanding trauma.
The aspects of our personality that we reject tell us a
very important story. The way in which we define
who we are - our identity - is shaped by the significant
relationships in our life. If we have a history of complex
relationships, whether it be with our parents, romantic
partners or other significant figures, it can profoundly
change the way we see ourselves. Our mind gets
fragmented, and a deep conflict arises within us, which
sometimes consumes a large part of our energy and
keeps us from living a life that is fully satisfying.

When we get a wound, the best thing to do is clean it
well and let it dry in the air. This way it will close, it
will become a scar and no longer hurt. When we look
at it, we will remember what happened, but we will no
longer feel pain. If, on the other hand, we cover the
wound and tell ourselves it is not there, it could well
become infected and generate a larger problem.
The same thing happens with emotional wounds. When
something has hurt us, we have to understand how it
affects us and see if there are blockages that continue
to limit us. This is a path that must be traveled carefully
and delicately.

This book, which is aimed at people who have been
through adverse situations that fit with what we
call trauma, will present and explain some of the
psychological problems that these situations can
produce. Based on work done with patients who
have a history of trauma or attachment disorders,
different ideas are presented that can help overcome
dysfunctional post-traumatic patterns. The aim of
this book is to understand how the reactions that we
have, which sometimes may be difficult even for us to
explain, come from an accumulation of experiences
and things we have learned, of which we may not even
be fully aware. This book is about the psychological
consequences of all these experiences, but mainly
about our freedom to choose what we do with them.

In Scars Don’t Hurt, psychiatrist Anabel Gonzalez
shows us a route to emotional healing. Through EMDR
therapy, a fascinating way of working on memories and
the defenses we raise in the face of pain, we will learn
to heal traumas and undo mental knots that prevent us
from evolving.
223 Pages | September 2017

Planeta | 240 Pages | March 2021

Anabel Gonzalez, author of The Good Thing
about Having a Bad Day, explains that it
is possible to heal traumas, blockages and
wounds of the past.

Psychiatrist Anabel Gonzalez teaches us how
to heal our wounds and overcome emotional
blocks through a revolutionary therapy:
EMDR.

Anabel Gonzalez is a psychiatrist and psychotherapist. She
has a doctorate in Medicine and is a specialist in Criminology.
She belongs the board of the European Society for Trauma and
Dissociation and is Vice President of the EMDR Association
in Spain. For years, she has trained other specialists; she is an
accredited EMDR therapy trainer, an associate instructor at
CHUAC, and an Invited Professor at the Master’s in EMDR
Psychotherapy at the UNED.

Published in English, Italian, Japanese and
Portuguese.

When we make peace with all the aspects that form
our personality and heal the wounds that our difficult
memories have left us with, our way of being in the
world and interacting with others will be different
and more rewarding. It’s clear that others can be in
a different situation or stage and behave towards
us in ways that are unhealthy, but our way of
managing it will be more productive. We won’t turn
to others in search of protection and security, but
with our own growing internal confidence, we will
be able to establish ties of cooperation, understand
other people and help them understand us. We will
be able activate our own protection systems when
required, but in the meantime, we won’t feel that it’s
necessary.

Anabel Gonzalez is a psychiatrist and psychotherapist. She
has a doctorate in Medicine and is a specialist in Criminology.
She belongs the board of the European Society for Trauma and
Dissociation and is Vice President of the EMDR Association
in Spain. For years, she has trained other specialists; she is an
accredited EMDR therapy trainer, an associate instructor at
CHUAC, and an Invited Professor at the Master’s in EMDR
Psychotherapy at the UNED.
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OVER

THE GOOD THING ABOUT
HAVING A BAD DAY

20.000
COPIES SOLD IN
SPAIN!

PSYCHOLOGY
OVER

EMOTIONAL STRENGHT

20.000
COPIES SOLD IN
SPAIN!

Step back, think different and dare to act to
adapt to change.

How to manage your emotions to feel better.

Emotional Strenght is the sum of psychological

Few phrases have done more harm than the one that
says you have to put on a good face in bad times.
When times are bad, you have to cry or be sad. And
when times are good, you have to smile and be joyous.
Knowing how to manage our emotions doesn’t mean
hiding them or suppressing them, but recognizing
them and managing them sensibly.

resources that help us face the challenges and complex
situations life presents us with. The stronger our
emotional fortitude, the easier it is for us to overcome
uncertainty, recognize what we want, and decide what
path we want to take.
The author explains to us that these resources can be

After years in the consulting room, Doctor Anabel
González offers us this brief guide to emotional survival
that will help us better manage our emotions and learn
to live with the bad times.

learned, improved, and strengthened. We just have to

Because the key to feeling at ease with ourselves and
with our lives is knowing how to deal well with our bad
days.

emotional fortitude, broken up into three phases: getting

Anabel González tells us all about emotional regulation,
that is, how we deal with what we feel. In fact this is the
key to feeling well with ourselves and our life.

and without letting our impulses get the better of us;

realize that they are part of us and that we can turn to
them when we need to.
This book offers a new formula for developing out
distance from reality to focus on conflicts from a new
perspective; thinking productively, without distortions
and finally, daring to take action to adapt to changes
and achieve the life we want. Gaining emotional
Zenith | 288 pages | April 2015

Planeta | 288 Pages | February 2020

If it’s obvious that what we want is to be happy,
why do we make it so hard for ourselves to
achieve it?

Anabel González tells us all about emotional
regulation, that is, how we deal with what we
feel. In fact this is the key to feeling well with
ourselves and our life.

fortitude can help us face difficulties and learn to relate
with toxic people and make better decisions. The key to

Tomás Navarro offers us a new way to think
and adapt to change.

achieving a full, happy life is in your hands.
With professional rigor and a long experience as
a psychologist, Tomás Navarro has developed an
innovative way to help people by practicing therapy
out in the open. Emotional Fortitude is the result of his
learning and the perfection of his techniques through
years of work.

Anabel Gonzalez is a psychiatrist and psychotherapist. She
has a doctorate in Medicine and is a specialist in Criminology.
She belongs the board of the European Society for Trauma and
Dissociation and is Vice President of the EMDR Association
in Spain. For years, she has trained other specialists; she is an
accredited EMDR therapy trainer, an associate instructor at
CHUAC, and an Invited Professor at the Master’s in EMDR
Psychotherapy at the UNED.

Life is not about being happy, but about being
emotionally strong.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Guomai (China), DeAPlaneta Libri (Italy), Babel Publishing
Group (Taiwan), Portal Publishing (Russia).
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Tomás Navarro is a psychologist in love with people and with
what they feel, think and do. He is the founder of a consulting
firm and an emotional wellness center. He currently divides
his time between technical writing, training, consulting,
conferences and personal and professional coaching and
consulting processes.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Éditions First (France).
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HOW TO MAKE GOOD THINGS
HAPPEN TO YOU
Understand your brain, manage your emotions,
improve your life.
The author offers a deep reflection, sprinkled with
useful advice with an edifying aim, on the application
of our abilities to achieve a full and happy existence. To
this end, she brings together scientific, psychological
and human points of view.
This full and happy existence is achieved in the
knowledge and optimization of certain areas of the
brain.
Zenith | 320 Pages | October 2018

Zenith | 272 Pages | March 2017

WABI SABI

KINTSUKUROI

Learn to accept the imperfection.

The art of healing emotional wounds.

Coming from Japanese Zen aesthetics and philosophy,
wabi sabi is about appreciating the beauty of imperfection,
accepting the value of the impermanent and cultivating
simplicity. A suggestive and powerful idea that offers us
great vital lessons to acquire a new perspective and change
our way of thinking.

Kintsukuroi is the Japanese art of putting broken things
back together. When a ceramic pot breaks, kintsukuroi
masters repair it by filling the cracks with gold or silver, thus
emphasizing the reconstruction because a rebuilt piece is a
symbol of fragility but also strength and beauty.
In this book, Tomás Navarro teaches us how to apply this
art to our lives, providing us with all the tools we need to
overcome adversity like a true kintsukuroi master.

Tomás Navarro invites us to be aware that the idea of
success, perfection and happiness is nothing more than a
chimera, an ideal in the pursuit of which we have lost our
lives, ignoring the occasions when we had reasons to smile.
He proposes creating a new list of priorities, which is our
own and which is free of internal and external pressures. A
much more realistic, natural and simple list in connection
with the world and our being.

An inspiring guide that teaches us how adversity can be
an opportunity to make us into stronger, better people.

Japan’s new tendency to enjoy an imperfect but still a
rich and simple life.

OVER
350.000

With this book we will learn to set goals and objectives,
exercise our will, activate emotional intelligence,
develop assertiveness, avoid excessive self-criticism
and self-demands, and affirm our optimism. And more
than anything else, it shows that we must not passively
live throgh everything that happens to us, but that we
have a voice: we can choose to be happy.

COPIES SOLD IN
SPAIN!

Espasa | 232 Pages | October 2018

Happiness consists of making our life a little
piece of art, striving every day to bring out the
best version of ourselves.

The international best-seller sold in 10 languages!

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Saraiva Educação (Brazil), La Martinière (France),
Kösel Verlag (Germany), Giunti Editore (Italy), Muza
(Poland), Materia Prima Ediçoes (Portugal), Eksmo
Publishing (Russia), Azoth (Taiwan), Mono Generation
(Thailand), Xander Uitgevers (The Netherlands),
Hodder Stoughton (UK), Salon Yayinlari (Turkey),
Vietnam Az Communication and Culture (Vietnam).

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
ZNU (Belgium), La Martinière (France), Giunti Editore
(Italy), Wydawnictwo Muza (Poland).

Tomás Navarro is a psychologist in love with people and with what they feel, think and do. He is the founder of a consulting firm and an emotional
wellness center. He currently divides his time between technical writing, training, consulting, conferences and personal and professional coaching
and consulting processes.
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RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Planeta do Brasil (Brazil), Beijing Times-Chinese Publishing
House (China), Yes Publishing (Germany), Pedio SA
(Greece), Antonio Vallardi Editore (Italy), Delta Commerce
(Japan), Noonkoip Publishing (Korea), Muza (Poland),
Planeta Manuscrito (Portugal), Portal Publishing (Russia),
Havsala Yayinlari (Turkey), The Countryman Press (USA).

Marian Rojas is a medical psychiatrist. Due to her interest in
charity projects, she moved to the USA and worked in a school
in the Bronx (New York), teaching girls from slum areas. Since
2003 she has been working with children and adolescents,
trying to guide and help parents and children during childhood
and adolescence.
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MEDITATION FOR
URBANITES

How to transform suffering into wellbeing.

The meditation book for those who don’t want
to hear about meditation

This book will help you find yourself and grow without
denying, repressing, and erasing your authentic
essence. It is a story about how a black sheep wound up
leading the flock, the intense voyage of a meaningless
life toward a full existence.
If conventional psychology, commercial self-help, and
New Age aren’t for you, then there is a fourth way, a
more honest, REAL, authentic, direct, and profound

A book to introduce the practice of meditation into
our lives, at a time when mental health is more fragile
than ever. There are many myths and legends about
meditation and its variants, it is not about being in a
trance all day long, about becoming vegan or getting
rid of your possessions. Meditation helps you focus on
a world that is sometimes difficult for us to face, that of
emotions, and to take awareness of our body.

COVER IN
PREPARATION

way to experience your mind and emotions and heal.
This is the story of a psychologist who also tried

Meditation For Urbanities provides some keys to
get started with the practice of meditation in a
staggered way, analyzing the outside to end up
focusing on the inside.

everything and who, after passing through countless
treatments and supposed magic recipes, finally
managed to find his road to true wellbeing.
This isn’t just another story of overcoming. This isn’t
about happy endings with smiley faces on social
networks. This is life itself, served up with no rigmarole.
A hand-to-hand struggle with your authentic self.
Sorrow, rage, joy, and fear. Head, heart, and viscera.

Libros Cúpula | 272 Pages | May 2020

Emotions just under the skin. Raw flesh, no dress-up.

If it hadn't been for the continuous drainage of
literature, writing and rock music, I don't know
what would have happened to me. Reading,
writing, singing and shouting at four winds
my discontent were the valves to discharge my
inner pain.

Libros Cúpula | 2022
Final pdf available

If you think meditation is not for you, if you
think you can’t do it, if the very word “conscious
breathing” or “relaxation” causes you stress,
this book is for you.

The freethinker and “free-feeler”, the brave one
who becomes aware and opens himself to all
emotions without avoiding any, who despite
being persecuted and censored maintains the
rebellious spirit and cultivates truthful selfknowledge, will find emotional well-being and
personal redemption in this life.

Sergi Rufi has a doctorate in Psychology. He is a therapist and
writer, but above all, he is a rebel with a cause. He defines himself as
a street professor, spiritual and sensitive, rebellious and engaged.
An ex-bad-boy turned meditator psychologist, psychotherapist,
and personal coach. His biography is full of critical moments in
which he managed, with a great deal of pain and the hard work of
recognition and inner acceptance, to face and transform himself
in a personal way that rebels against all the classic criteria and the
one-way thinking common to the academy.
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NOW IT’S YOUR TURN TO
BE HAPPY

30.000
COPIES SOLD IN
SPAIN!

SELF-HELP
OVER

THE POWER OF TRUSTING
YOURSELF

120.000
COPIES SOLD IN
SPAIN!

Enjoy the present and make good things happen.

Learn to believe in yourself and you will
achieve what you want.

This book comes at the best possible moment. When
you’re still asking yourself how you can go back to
being the person you were a few moths ago or if you’ll
even be able to turn the page, Curro Cañete is back with
renewed energy to remind you that now it’s your turn to
be happy. The only moment you have, your only tool, is
the present. In these pages, you will find the guide you
need to get the most out of every day and every hour
so you can finally understand that the past is past. You
learned from it, and now is the time to trust yourself,
take a step forward, and embrace what you love.

The Power Of Trusting Yourself invites you to become
your own coach and guide with patterns and exercises
for you to learn to feel good and make your dreams
and aspirations a reality. Because for Curro Cañete,
happiness isn’t just a destiny, it’s a road that all of
us must cross with the help of the power of trusting
ourselves.

The four steps to make our dreams come true sound
simple when Curro explains them to us, and actually
they are. Our perseverance will be the key to our
success.
The first one consists on deciding. What do I really want
and what dreams do I choose to turn into reality? Then
we will need to believe that we are going to achieve what
we decide. Once we decide to go for a dream we will
trust fully that we will achieve it. The third step consists
on going into action. And finally, we must be able to
keep it up. A lot people forget about “maintenance
work”. Everything that we conquer we need to keep it
or we will lose it. Therefore it is vitally important to
preserve enthusiasm and good habits, and to define
what our most important dreams in the medium and
long term are, that is, our project of a lifetime.

Planeta | 384 Pages | September 2020

You’re strong. Decide to be happy... And
achieve it!

In these difficult moments, when a pandemic
has shaken the world, all of humanity feels the
awakening of a much greater and more powerful
desire to be happy, to go for their dreams, to
make the most of the gift we have in our hands:
life and the opportunity to achieve happiness.

Curro Cañete is s a successful writer and coach in Madrid. With
degrees in Law and Journalism, he also completed a Master’s in
Personal and Professional Coaching. An expert in success and
happiness with a background in many therapeutic techniques,
he is interested most in helping people free themselves from
their blockages and limitations so they can live the life they
wish for.
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Remember all those times you talked bad
to yourself? Those fears that frightened you
so many times? All the things you didn’t do
because you were too scared of what others
would say? How much you suffered when you
thought you’d done something wrong, or you
begged for love or others didn’t value you or
approve of you? The times you stopped being
yourself, against your better interest, to please
everyone else? Enough! Leave all that behind!
Now! There’s no time to lose!

Planeta | 256 Pages | March 2019

The most powerful method of selfcoaching to
be happy in the here and now.

Curro Cañete is s a successful writer and coach in Madrid. With
degrees in Law and Journalism, he also completed a Master’s in
Personal and Professional Coaching. An expert in success and
happiness with a background in many therapeutic techniques,
he is interested most in helping people free themselves from
their blockages and limitations so they can live the life they
wish for.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Editora Planeta do Brasil (Brazil), Antonio Vallardi
Editore (Italy), Planeta Manuscrito (Portugal), Eksmo
Publishing (Russia).
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THE LITTLE BOOK OF RELATIONSHIPS
49 reflections to optimize your relationships, because investing in our
relational capital is the best investment.
Through his experience and knowledge, Antonio Moar addresses the seven
types of relational capitals that shape our lives.
Do you want to have healthier and more productive relationships? With this
book you will learn in a practical and real way how to relate to yourself, your
family, friends and partner and, not least, your boss, your team and your clients.

Antonio Moar is a regular lecturer and collaborating professor with several prestigious
institutions and companies. Since 2010, he has been working on a molecular
management project aimed at empowering key executives of companies.
Alienta | 192 Pages | January 2021

THE LITTLE BOOK OF HAPPINESS
A book that combines theory and practice, data and anecdotes for you to
become a real happinessologist!
There are two types of people: those who see things happen and those who
make things happen. The same goes for happiness: there are those who decide
to be happy and those who decide not to be happy.
Happiness is not a supernatural gift, a good that only a privileged few can
enjoy. There are certain attitudes and mental predispositions that nurture
happiness, and cultivating them is within everyone’s reach, as demonstrated
in this book by the comedian and screenwriter Ángel Rielo. When bad moods,
aggressiveness and the law of the loudest barker reign, when people go through
the world dog-faced, this small manual stands up for the opposite: positivism,
optimism and joy can achieve great transformations, starting with ourselves.
Alienta | 224 Pages | June 2016

Alienta | June 2021

Planeta | 256 Pages | May 2021

LIFE IS DAMNED GOOD

FLIRTING IS EASY IF YOU KNOW HOW
TO DO IT...

Accept yourself. Love yourself. Take the reigns of
your life.

A manual for singles who want to stop being single.

Here are the steps to learn to love yourself more and start
enjoying life to the fullest: spend time with yourself, dare
to be yourself, complain less and enjoy yourself more
and, finally, always keep in mind the child you once
were, whose hopes and enthusiasm are still alive inside
you. This book will convince you that Life Is Damned
Good, you just have to learn to extract all it has to offer.

Finding a partner can be a very difficult challenge if you
don’t know where to start. Whether you are looking for a
stable relationship or a one-night stand, how we seduce
and how we behave is important and can help us find that
person we have so long been looking for.
Flirting Is Easy, if You Know How to Do It... will teach
you all about social networking and seduction. María
Pasión publishes the definitive instruction manual for
flirting where you will learn what kind of flirt you are,
how to flirt at different ages, how to behave on dating
apps, tips for chatting and what you should never do on
the internet, keys to sexting, how to lose your fear on
the first date or how to exploit your image to the fullest.

We were born to be happy, not perfect.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF LOVE
Everything you need to know to love, love yourself and be happy loving.
Written in a clear and amusing way, this book explains the history of love and
how it came about. But not only that, it also describes the different types of
love that exist and the most important stories, legends, movies and songs on
the subject.
Accompanied by Marwan, the great love expert, Rielo answers all the questions
we may have about love and offers us a series of exercises and tricks to put his
teachings into practice.
After a life dedicated to scenic art, music and humor and following his strong creative
impulse, Ángel Rielo became a Happinessologist. He created Happinessology when he
realized that his place wasn’t in the coaching world.
Alienta | 304 Pages | June 2019
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César Ortiz entered university at seventeen and by twenty-three he had
completed three university degrees related to educational sciences: English,
Physical Education and Pedagogy. He earned the title of Coach specialized
in Personal Growth and the Law of Attraction. Today, he continues to
train and reinvent himself in the fields of NLP, mindfulness and others. He
published his first book La línea curva de tu sonrisa with which he won the
award for the best-selling self-published book in Spain in 2018.

María Pasión is an expert coach in love relationships and has
developed her own method, Love Coaching, to help singles and
couples in crisis. She has written twelve books and is a consultant on
love for Revista Semana, Pulzo and the dating portal Meetic. She is a
journalist and holds a PhD in Applied Creativity in Psychology. She
also holds a Master’s degree in Editing and First Person Writing from
the University of California, Los Angeles.
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STRONG AND
FREE NOMADS
Proposals for extraordinary times.
We have the collective feeling that we are living
through something exceptional, but it’s not the world
that’s changed, it’s us. Behind the impenetrable wall
we humans have constructed, we are rediscovering
another way of living, another reality.

COVER IN
PREPARATION

We are looking at an immense opportunity to reinvent
ourselves and contribute to unique personal and
collective change. Can anything stop us? What do we
need to do to be part of the change and the solution?
With a yearning to inspire, Elsa Punset offers us
practical proposals centered on the importance of
combating fear, reconnecting with nature, working on
becoming more optimistic and learning to take better
care of ourselves and the rest. In other words, with her
new book she wants to help us transform our lives as
well as our stressed planet through everyday gestures
and attitudes that will help us understand ourselves
and give the best of us.

Destino | 208 Pages | September 2020

In times of crisis our brain wants to protect itself.
And to do so it gets hooked on negative thought
patterns. When entering a negative mode, a
series of automatic responses is triggered: fear
narrows our vision and it becomes more
difficult for us to see reality with all its creative
opportunities and solutions.

Elsa Punset proposes small changes in our dayto-day lives to feel better about ourselves.

How can we counteract this natural tendency
in times of crisis? We can learn to manage our
mind so that it becomes more resilient, that is,
capable of calming down, overcoming obstacles
and finding new solutions to problems.

Elsa Punset (London, 1964) has a degree in Philosophy and
Modern Languages, Master in Arts from the University of
Oxford and in Journalism from the Autonomous University
of Madrid. Elsa is today one of the leading Spanish-speaking
figures in the world for the dissemination of emotional
intelligence as a tool for positive change, as witnessed by her
extensive presence through conferences and in the media. She
directs the Laboratory of Social and Emotional Learning.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Éditions Solar (France).
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NUTRITION IN SPORTS FOR WOMEN

I RUN AND I AM A WOMAN

A practical guide for women to enjoy sport in a
healthy way.

How taking that first step can change your life.
Running can be the catalyst you need to dare to do
anything and trust in yourself. To believe and to create.
Erica Sanchez, from her platform I Run and I Am a
Woman, encourages thousands of women every day to
take that first step that can change their lives, opening the
door to a future with less fear and more self-esteem, more
strength, optimism and ability to take charge of their
projects. In this book, Erica opens her heart to us and
from her powerful personal story, she gives us practical
advice to get started in running, and helps us to stay
motivated when we feel like quitting.

This book offers a complete overview of everything
a woman athlete (whatever her level), must consider
to care for her health and improve her performance.
Guidance is given about what and why the nutritional
needs of sportswomen are special, as well as what the
most common mistakes are and their consequences.
The book also explains how nutrition can improve
sports performance, addressing things like what should
be consumed before, during and after exercise, the
usefulness of supplements and how the menstrual cycle,
travel and weather conditions influence performance.
It also includes content related to the different stages of
the life of the sportswoman, the type of diet and how to
take care of other essential factors for health such as rest,
mental health and the proper functioning of the immune
system. This is all explained with scientific rigor, but in
a pleasant and entertaining way and accompanied by
simple recipes so that every sportswoman can enjoy her
diet, sport and the other aspects of her life.

A book full of experiences, dreams and tips to gain selfconfidence, security and self-esteem.
This is the inspiring story of a woman who started in
the world of running at age 27 and lost 35 kilos, which
helped her overcome her fears and keep fighting for
her dreams.

Marta Castroviejo has a PhD in Biochemistry, Molecular Biology
and Biomedicine, a degree in Human Nutrition and Dietetics, also
in Biotechnology and a master’s degree in Advanced Immunology.
In the field of nutrition, she specializes in nutrition for sportswomen,
endurance sports and plant-based nutrition in sports.

Erica Sánchez is a journalist and the creator of the blog I Run and
I Am a Woman, an online space where she describes how running
changed her life. She collaborates with numerous sports and healthrelated companies, as well as actively participating in various races
around the country.
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BALLET FIT
The method that will change your body.
Ballet Fit is one of the world’s hottest trends in
sports and fitness. Gloria Morales, the maximum
representative of Ballet Fit in Spain, offers a complete
plan of ballet workouts combined with fitness elements
to improve overall strength, coordination, toning,
balance and flexibility. In addition to burning fat, toxins
and releasing tension through body awareness and
personal growth, people who practice this discipline
achieve a more harmonious and elegant figure, like that
of professional dancers.

COVER IN
PREPARATION

Geoplaneta | 144 Pages | May 2021

Ediciones Martínez Roca | 200 Pages | April 2021

Geoplaneta | 232 Pages | June 2021

ATLAS OF LEGENDARY MOUNTAINS

SPAIN ON FOOT

Mountains have always fascinated human beings...

40 hiking routes.

This new title in the Atlas collection is inspired by the
enormous capacity of mountains to awaken in us the most
authentic feelings and test the limits of our capabilities.
Legendary mountains, sacred peaks, implacable volcanoes
and challenging rocks are evoked by a writer who loves
mountains and which are recreated by an illustrator who
captures their magic and poetry.

This new title of the Nomads collection offers routes
for hiking throughout Spain, including the Canary and
Balearic Islands. Each itinerary consists of a description
of the route, an inspiring map to locate oneself, practical
information and images. Everything the reader needs to
plan where to walk.
EL ÁRBOL
QUE SANGRA

Practicing this revolutionary discipline will
give you a dancer’s body.
96

El drago es un árbol típico de Canarias
y que se da en estado natural en la
Macaronesia. Se trata de ejemplares
robustos que viven cientos de años,
de tronco liso que va adquiriendo
rugosidad con la edad. Crece
lentamente, se calcula que solo gana
un metro cada década. La copa
tiene forma de paraguas, con hojas
coriáceas de color verde brillante.
En contacto con el aire, su savia se
vuelve roja. Desde antiguo se ha
conocido como sangre de dragón
por sus usos medicinales y como
tinte. De ahí le vendría el nombre al
árbol. Los científicos lo han clasificado
como Dracaena draco, aunque hay
una subespecie en Gran Canaria
denominada tamaranae.
La mayor concentración de dragos
de las Canarias está en la zona
noroccidental de La Palma que
visitamos en este itinerario.

Magnat excernatem quodiamus nimuscid.

un valle completamente abierto y en descenso
muy acusado, pero con un empedrado que ayuda a la caminata. Ante los ojos del senderista se
abre el océano Atlántico y la costa desértica de
Hiscaguán, donde destaca la negrura del mineral
con la blancura casi cegadora de los pueblos que

Alfredo Merino is a photojournalist, writer, cartoonist, mountain
guide, naturalist and communicator. His credentials are backed by more
than 7,000 articles and reports, a dozen books, 500 conferences, 2,000
guided trips and 20 expeditions to the highest mountain ranges and
the most remote places on the planet. This informative work has been
awarded various prizes, granted by the Spanish Federation of Mountain
Sports and Climbing, the Madrid Mountaineering Federation and the
Community of Madrid.

Gloria Morales has been involved with dance all her life. On a
trip to the United States in 2013, she noticed the great demand
for ballet classes for adults. Motivated by the rise of Barre, the
discipline that brings ballet to adults without previous dance
training, she developed a training plan based on ballet exercises
combined with fitness to bring its benefits to everyone, making
ballet an inclusive and non-exclusive activity.
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se afincan en ella y que quedan a la vista, hacia
occidente, como Puntagorda o El Pinar.
Las chumberas y los cactus autóctonos –
como el hermoso Aeonium nobile, que asemeja
la flor de una alcachofa– pueblan las laderas y
acompañan el sendero en una bajada que reclama atención, pues aunque bien empedrado,
también invita al tropezón tonto.
Esta zona ha sido la escogida en las últimas
décadas por personas que han decidido vivir
una vida alternativa, autoabasteciéndose de lo
que dan la tierra y el sol. De ahí que mientras
adelantamos en la caminata vayamos encontrando casitas, casi camufladas entre las rocas,
que cuentan con placas fotovoltaicas para
conseguir electricidad y sistemas de riego por
goteo para ahorrar agua. Hay vallas, puertas y
ventanas pintadas de colores y con lemas pacifistas y de decidido aroma hippy. El senderista
hallará incluso, a la vera del camino, algunas
pequeñas instalaciones donde se amontonan
libros, artesanía, plantas aromáticas o semillas
de drago que puede adquirir dejando simplemente el precio indicado en el bote de vidrio
habilitado para ello.
Los grandes protagonistas de la excursión,
los dragos, aparecen enseguida. Llama la atención el primer ejemplar que encontraremos, un
individuo gigantesco de varios siglos de edad
que se alza a la izquierda del camino (km 1,3).
Se muestra espléndido, sin una tacha en su
copa. Se asemeja a una coliflor gigante, pero
tiene –como comprobaremos acariciándolo–
un tronco liso y duro, de aspecto metálico, que
recuerda a los baobabs africanos. Las coriáceas
hojas apuntan hacia el cielo como un ramillete
en muy buen estado de salud. A partir de entonces todo el descenso hasta el punto más bajo
de la ruta será una sucesión de encuentros con
dragos, aunque todos ellos más pequeños que
el primero. Algunos aparecen en grupo, pero
también hay ejemplares aislados, que destacan
altivos sobre la aridez del paisaje.
Antes de llegar al punto más bajo del barranco tenemos a la izquierda, en un rincón umbrío (km 2,3), un drago que suele presentar el
pie alfombrado de semillas. A la derecha queda
el barranco del Corchete, donde nos topamos
con las cuevas de Buracas (km 2,6), vivien-
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das de los guanches, los habitantes canarios
originales, a las que se puede acceder gracias
a un camino equipado con barandillas de madera como protección ante el pequeño abismo.
Para distinguir los petroglifos habrá que ser
un observador atento, pues están bastante desdibujados. En el rincón más umbrío hay una
fuente que alimenta un abrevadero tallado en
un tronco de árbol.
El fondo del barranco demuestra que en
Canarias un hilo de agua basta para fertilizar
la tierra, que enseguida da pábulo a una vegetación abundante y cerrada. Es este el punto en
el que tomar aire antes de emprender la subida,
pues hay que recuperar los 400 m de desnivel
perdidos por un terreno sin sombra y que frecuentemente es ventoso.
El paisaje netamente volcánico, de tierra
negra desnuda, predomina en la segunda mitad de la ruta, aun cuando aparecen algunos

bosquecillos aislados de pino canario bastante
castigados por los incendios forestales en años
recientes (km 4,2). Las vistas sobre lo recorrido
anteriormente y la costa noroccidental de La
Palma es sensacional. El último tramo de ruta
lleva a desviarnos hacia el Museo de Interpretación del Gofio (km 5,7), para después volver
a la subida más exigente del día por el camino
empedrado que ya conocíamos de horas atrás.

Tem voloremporum vel eos is rem que nimi, voloruptae

Sergi Ramis (Barcelona, 1964), journalist, writer and editor, has
extensive experience in the world of travel. He has collaborated with
major media (El País, La Vanguardia and El Periódico), in magazines
(Lonely Planet Magazine, Descobrir Catalunya, National Geographic,
Rutas del mundo and Sàpiens) and in radio stations such as Catalunya
Ràdio. He is the author of more than twenty books and travel guides.
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MILLIONS OF STEPS
Walking and counting.
Antonio Muñoz Molina, Mario Vargas Llosa and Miguel
Delibes are some of the writers who make up the club of
tireless walkers that includes a long list of philosophers,
journalists and even politicians.
Millions of Steps is the personal vision of Carolina
Reymúndez, a book that includes chronicles (a trek in
the Torres del Paine National Park, in Chile, and another
in the Brecon Beacons Park, in Wales; 18 km in Buenos
Aires and 120 km on the Camino de Santiago), the story
of a man who is walking to Alaska and several talks (with
an expert in urban walkability, an amputee, a Chinese
reflexologist and walking analysts).
These 20 chapters include walkers, hikes, feet,
pilgrimages, tears, pedometers, gym tapes, kinesiologists,
a library of walking, epic wanderings, losing one’s
way and, as a final point, the impossibility of walking
during the confinement of these recent months and the
“clandestine” walks that have arisen in the context of the
global confinement due to the coronavirus.

Geoplaneta | 304 Pages | October 2020

A book to never stop walking.

Walking is a physical activity that favors
thought and reflection.

Carolina Reymúndez sheds light, with
incredible narrative skill, on walks, experiences,
travels, conversations, readings and snippets
of life.
64

Geoplaneta | 216 Pages | March 2021

Geoplaneta | 216 Pages | March 2021

ESSENTIAL FORESTS OF SPAIN

ESSENTIAL VILLAGES OF SPAIN

An attractive selection of Spain’s most representative
forests.

An evocative journey through the villages of Spain
everyone should know.

From the Fragas del Eume to Aigüestortes or the Irati
Forest, this guide offers a wonderful itinerary of a rich
natural heritage which it is our duty to preserve.

This guide is a delightful walk through the best places to
practice a mindful and respectful rural tourism in areas
that have preserved festivals, traditions and a unique
beauty.

The guide provides:
- Location maps
- A photographic report of each forest and its
surroundings
- Practical information sheets with location, surface,
legal situation, climate and how to get there
- The most interesting details about its ecosystem and
the main attractions of each placecaptures their magic
and poetry.

The guide offers:
- Location maps
- An extensive photographic report of each village and
its surroundings
- Practical information sheets with location, visiting
season, tourism information and events
- The most interesting details about history, art, nature
or gastronomy.
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Por tu pie, la blancura

l primer impulso al ver los libros de caminar fue enterrarlos.
Destruirlos como hacía la madre con los enanos de jardín en la
película De eso no se habla porque no aceptaba que tenía una
hija enana. Pero ya aprendimos que no se puede tapar el sol. Entonces,
en lugar de ocultarlos los reuní y peregrino con ellos por los estantes de
mi biblioteca especializada en caminar, BEC de ahora en más.
Desde el romanticismo se ha escrito sobre caminar, y con el tiempo
se convirtió en un tema bien alimentado a través de novelas, poesías,
diarios, ensayos y crónicas.
Los libros físicos de esta BEC ya completaron un estante y cruzaron al
de abajo, también hay varios en el Kindle y algunos que por ahora son
deseos. Pero con el año cumplido, la biblioteca está caminando.
¿Cómo se podría establecer un orden sensible y práctico, un orden que
no sea alfabético ni por autor ni por editorial ni por país ni por género?
¿Por idioma, por tamaño, por color? Mi clasificación tiene que ﬂuir con
la corriente de este libro. Será un orden al servicio de este proyecto: pasos de lectura. Un orden en movimiento sobre el que no tendré nunca el
control total.
La primera vez que me separé seriamente de una pareja fue un acto
muy civilizado. Nos sentamos en el living del departamento que compartíamos y dividimos las cosas y el dinero que habíamos ahorrado
juntos. A partir de ahí, en algún sentido, empecé a caminar sola. Torcí
mi historia y caminé en sentido opuesto al del casamiento y los hijos.
Me fui a las antípodas de la vida que se suponía que tendría. Pensándolo un minuto es bastante lógico: después de quince años en un colegio
llamado “Esclavas” era difícil que quisiera, alguna vez, convertirme en
“esposa”. Demasiadas cadenas para una sola vida.

Carolina Reymúndez is a journalist specialized in travel. She
published the book of chronicles El mejor trabajo del mundo,
the novels Ojos de obsidiana and Verás cosas extraordinarias.
She has a degree in Communication Sciences from the
Universidad de Buenos Aires and has published chronicles in
Latin American and Spanish media, such as La Nación, Revista
Cultural Ñ, Altaïr, Etiqueta Negra, Travesías, Gatopardo, La
Tercera, La Agenda and Revista Lugares. She teaches travel
chronicles workshops and is the founder of Viajes Libres
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Joaquín Araujo has planted as many trees as the number of days he has
lived, about 25,000. He has been curator and author of 30 exhibitions,
director and/or scriptwriter of 340 documentaries and has made some
5,000 radio programs and given some 2,500 conferences. His undying
commitment to the defense of nature has been recognized through
51 awards, among which he was the first Spaniard to be awarded the
UN Global 500 and the Wilderness Writing Award, and also the only
Spaniard to be twice awarded the National Environment Prize.
18/9/20 13:09 Millones de pasos.indd 79

Albert Ollé has a degree in Geography and History. A great lover of
sailing and good food, he devotes himself to travel and translating and
writing travel books, including Lonely Planet guides, and gastronomy.
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WAYS OF SANTIAGO

THE BEST ROADS TO
TRAVEL BY MOTORCYCLE

25 Jacobean routes.

The first road guide with content designed
100% for motorcyclists.

Sergio Fernández Tolosa, a journalist specializing in
travel on foot and by bicycle, invites us to explore the rich
network of Jacobean routes in Spain and Portugal. His

The Spanish author of reference in motorcycle route

guide, intended for both experienced and inexperienced

guides compiles his decades of field work in a selection

pilgrims, describes 25 historical pilgrimage routes, plus

of the 322 best roads for motorcyclists. The selection

some other variants, many of them virtually unknown,

criteria are those sought by any motorcycle enthusiast:

which in the last three decades have been documented,

- Rolling terrain

recovered and signposted. The guide provides the
pilgrim with the necessary information and inspiration

- Scenic charm

to choose the route that best suits them, either on foot or

- Scarcity of traffic

by bicycle. Illustrated with photographs and maps, the

- Well-maintained roads

pages of this book encourage us to travel and feel like
pilgrims, discovering places steeped in history, admiring

The roads that combine the highest number of

details and surprising curiosities.

qualities (76 in total) are marked with a badge to
highlight their excellence.

The most comprehensive guide to the routes of
the Camino de Santiago, with everything you
need to know to choose the ideal route, from the
most popular one to the most unknown variant.
Illustrated with photographs and maps, this
GeoPlaneta guide will provide you with all the
information and inspiration to discover, choose
and plan the route of the Camino de Santiago
that most interests you.

Geoplaneta | 256 Pages | January 2021

Because the journey, spiritual or not, must
always be understood as a process of learning..

The detailed maps are the guide’s primary utility: they

Geoplaneta | 248 pages | February 2021

let the user build his own route connecting certain
sections with others, even if it means adding kilometers.
But that, of course, is the essence of traveling by
motorcycle. The book draws on a unique documentary
background with more than 20,000 km, divided into
seven chapters and as many territories: North, Pyrenees,
Mediterranean, Central, South, Islands and Portugal.

1
GRANDES
CAMINOS
CAMINO PRIMITIVO •
CAMINO FRANCÉS Y
VARIANTES • CAMINO
DEL NORTE • VÍA DE
LA PLATA Y VARIANTES

Sergio Fernández Tolosa has a degree in Journalism and has
been a freelance editor and photographer since 1995 for different
publications, radio and TV programs. From April 2003 to June
2007, he traveled through the deserts of Australia, Atacama,
Mojave, Namib, Kalahari, Gobi and the Sahara, collecting good
moments and travel wisdom. In his blog conunparderuedas.
com he publishes reports, videos and chronicles of trips, routes
and journeys that are a source of inspiration to explore in a
harmonious way the landscape that surrounds us.

3

Aunque no existe un Camino más
importante que otro, algunos itinerarios
jacobeos gozan de mayor popularidad
que el resto. Son los llamados «Caminos
principales», los más conocidos y
frecuentados. Cada año los recorren
varios cientos de miles de personas.
Junto con las dos rutas portuguesas,
aglutinan al 95% del total de peregrinos
que llega a Santiago.
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Pedro Pardo (Bilbao, 1952), journalist and editor, has spent
his entire professional life related to travel publications, from
reports in general and specialized media, to travel guides and,
particularly, those aimed at motorcyclists in recent years. He
is the author, among others, of the titles: España en moto, Las
mejores rutas en moto, Los Caminos de Santiago en moto,
Portugal en moto, Alpes y Pirineos en moto and 40 rutas en
moto por España y Portugal.
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Luciérnaga | 448 pages | February 2021

Luciérnaga | 416 pages | February 2016

GUIDE TO MAGICAL BARCELONA

GUIDE TO MAGICAL MADRID

Discover the most enigmatic side of Barcelona.

Guide to Magical Madrid reveals to you the most unusual
and surprising legends and mysteries of this enigmatic city.
Structured in practical itineraries that the reader can travel on
foot or by way of the imagination, this book brings to light the
most unknown and captivating aspects of a city whose magic
we pass through unknowingly every day. Everything takes
time, we must stop and slow down, to discover the face of the
authentic mystery of Madrid.

Do you want to know what the ancient curse is that
hangs over the Liceo, understand the esoteric symbology
behind Gaudí’s architecture or learn the two legends that
explain the name of the city?
With its itineraries and information, Guide to Magical
Barcelona reveals the most surprising and captivating
aspects of a city we might otherwise pass through
unaware of the legends, secrets, curses and charms that
impregnate it and give it a unique atmosphere.

A revealing study of the city’s hidden historical and esoteric
keys, the strange phenomena and secrets that give Madrid its
unique atmosphere.
It includes more than 150 places to discover the secrets of the
capital and its surroundings.

If I were you, I would never walk the streets of Madrid
again without carrying this book under my arm. You will
discover the city that is hidden behind the facades of the
capital. Javier Sierra

Ernesto Milá (Barcelona, 1952) is a journalist, writer and political
analyst. He has devoted much of his time to the study of the traditions,
customs, mysteries and peculiar legends that flourish in Barcelona.
This interest has resulted in books such as El misterio Gaudí and Gaudí
y la Masonería and Dalí entre Dios y el Diablo. He has collaborated in
Spanish magazines of fantastic realism and collaborates nowadays in
different websites.

Clara Tahoces has a degree in Grapho-Psychology and Specialities and
is the author of eleven books. For more than twenty-five years she has
devoted herself to researching unusual and mysterious subjects. She
has been editor-in-chief of Más Allá de la Ciencia magazine and has
contributed to numerous publications and radio and television programs.
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